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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Reopening higher education in New York in a safe manner must be a statewide priority. New York's
approximately 235 colleges and universities educate 1.2 million students of all ages, races, and socioeconomic
backgrounds. In communities large and small across our state, college campuses support hundreds of
thousands of stable, good-paying jobs, and in many cases, are the economic, cultural, and intellectual lifeblood
of our communities. The higher education sector generates well over $120 billion in annual economic activity in
the state.
Failure to pursue careful plans to reopen higher education will result in dire economic consequences in regions
across the state, destabilize New York’s public and private institutions, as well as disrupt the lives of our
students and families from New York and across the globe.
A hallmark of New York institutions is the on-campus transformational experience, but especially so for lowincome students. They benefit greatly from the stability and community of life on campus. However, the very
nature of campus life, as well as national and international student attendance, present unique difficulties for
safe operation amidst the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.
Creating a safe learning environment on New York State’s campuses will require a close partnership between
our colleges and universities, New York State, local health departments, and medical providers. In this report,
we describe careful planning suggestions for a higher education reopening and outline key actions by New York
State necessary to enable these plans.
Working together, our campuses and state partners will create a tiered system of safeguards including
surveillance, modified operations, safe behaviors, and contingency plans that optimize the health and well-being
of our campuses and local communities.The two lists that follow are intricately connected. The ability of colleges
and universities to create safe and resilient campuses is quite dependent on the state enabling them to do so
through cooperation and important supplies.

Creating Safe and Resilient Campuses
1. All campuses should conform to the critical key metrics for regional (county/city) opening developed by
Governor Cuomo and other officials, including the local prevalence criterion, before commencing
operations. It is essential to recognize that many institutions have campuses/extension centers in
multiple regions across the state.
2. Close contacts between local health departments should be established.
3. Institutions should establish a relationship with healthcare systems in the area for treating students and
community members.
4. Surveillance, Testing and Tracing
a. To the extent possible, the capacity for immediate viral testing of all symptomatic students,
faculty, and staff should be in place, including the ability to rapidly test contacts.
b. A plan for surveillance virus testing and symptom surveillance should be in place that detects
the emergence and spread of infection. The testing process should be identified for faculty,
staff, and students. Testing plans should include both initial screening and ongoing monitoring.
Screening of employees and students should use a combination of Polymerise Chain Reaction
(PCR), saliva, anti-body, and point of care tests.
c.

If testing is not available, develop a symptom surveillance plan. Such a plan may include
appropriate combinations of medical questionnaire screening or isolation procedures.

d. A contact tracing plan and identified personnel should be in place with the local public health
officials.
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e. Institutions should have a plan to detect early warnings of an infection surge and a shutdown
plan in place to respond rapidly.
f.

A health response system should be available to advise individuals who develop symptoms.

g. Facilities should be identified and a staffing plan in place to quickly isolate suspected or
confirmed virus carriers.
5. Campuses should identify and enact specific protections for students, faculty, and staff who have
medical risk.
6. Remote work should continue to the extent possible for operational units.
7. Modification of travel and visitor policies should be clearly articulated as appropriate to the area, and
campus reentry should be coordinated with the overall surveillance plan.
8. Sufficient Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) should be available.
9. Clear sick leave and stay at home policies should be in place and widely communicated.
10. Flu vaccine should be encouraged of all community members if available with exceptions allowable.
11. Cleaning and disinfecting plans should be in place.
12. Residential living plans should include enhanced cleaning, social distancing, personal face coverings in
common areas, restrictions on group events and activities, limited cross-access by students to other
dorms, special housing considerations for students with medical conditions, public health training, and a
modified code of conduct.
13. Institutions should have a plan for social distancing during university activities (teaching, dining,
extracurricular activities, etc.), including facilities modifications where appropriate.
14. Institutions should have communication and education plans in place for students, families, faculty and
staff, along with other community members.

Enabling State Actions
1. Direct local health departments to prioritize coordination with colleges and universities within their
region/county/city.
2. Prioritize higher education students, staff, and faculty for sample collection and testing.
3. Authorize adequate testing capacity at minimal cost to enable virus testing (both symptomatic and
surveillance virus testing).
4. Enable universities, working in partnership with local health departments, to conduct surveillance virus
testing for purposes of identifying asymptomatic, infected individuals.
5. Facilitate an adequate PPE supply for colleges and universities.
6. Allow campuses a soft restart in May-August to prepare for students, including making necessary
modifications to facilitate social distancing and resuming grant-funded research.
7. Provide safe harbor protection for colleges and universities who operate under the above guidelines.

Purpose of This Document
The CICU Restart Higher Education Task Force has worked to provide a checklist of considerations and
potential issues related to the restart of campus operations during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic for
institutions to use with their campus communities, legal, medical, or other professionals as they each plan
their particular form of return for the Fall semester.
This general, preliminary checklist is not intended to be prescriptive or all-inclusive. Each college or university
will need to tailor its restart plan based on its unique facts and circumstances, campus community, and
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activities, as well as guidelines from federal, state, and local governments and health authorities in effect at
the time of restart.
Please note that this is a general checklist of items institutions can consider for planning purposes and does
not constitute legal advice or medical guidance. Nothing herein creates an attorney-client relationship, nor is
this document intended to define or create legal obligations for institutions. Citations to guidance documents
and legal authorities are provided for reference only, and institutions are urged to consider if and how those
authorities apply to their individual circumstances.
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INTRODUCTION
Reopening higher education in New York must be a statewide priority. While the specific steps on each campus
necessarily will vary depending on many factors, we must accomplish a reopening of higher education as safely
as possible consistent with the available public health guidance.

Colleges and Universities Provide Economic and Skilled Workforce Needs
Informed practices and policies must be put in place to welcome students back to campuses across New
York—the alternative would sound the death knell for higher education in our state. A failure to pursue
careful plans to reopen higher education would mean dire economic consequences for the state, as well as
for students whose educations would be disrupted, cut short, or unable to begin. The broader regional
reopening of other areas of the economy will also suffer, as many businesses and communities count higher
education institutions as their economic ballasts. The skills gap in our economy will be further exacerbated
as well.
As seen in Table 1 below, each year New York's approximately 235 colleges and universities educate 1.2
million students of all ages, races, and socioeconomic backgrounds across the state. Additionally, in
communities large and small, college campuses support hundreds of thousands of stable, good-paying jobs.
Higher education generates well over $120 billion in annual economic activity in the state. A full list of higher
education students by county is in Appendix B.

TABLE 1: Fall 2018 Enrollment in Higher Education Institutions in New York
Region

CUNY

Independent

CAPITAL

38,344

CENTRAL

Proprietary

Grand Total

58,726

97,492

38,102

35,049

73,151

FINGER LAKES

42,389

37,622

80,011

HUDSON VALLEY

49,652

4,033

50,521

104,206

LONG ISLAND

43,012

730

84,932

128,674

23,086

31,562

12,755

523,849

18,770

25,901

MOHAWK VALLEY
NEW YORK CITY

422

SUNY

8,476
274,067

NORTH COUNTRY

215,085

21,942

7,131

SOUTHERN TIER

22,748

146

44,260

67,154

WESTERN

23,755

756

69,776

94,287

488,694

28,029

435,497

1,226,287

Grand Total

274,067

Source: NYSED, fall 2018
Note: includes full-time and part-time undergraduate and graduate students
Note: includes two-year and four-year institutions

It is also essential to consider that our failure to bring students safely back to campuses will delay the talent
pipeline in the very fields – nursing, health care, medicine, research, and technology – that are seeing us
through the current pandemic and will be needed to brace us for future public health crises.
Additionally, without a firm reopen plan for fall 2020, many students may choose to go to other institutions
outside of New York.
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The On-Campus Experience Is Vital to Students
The on-campus experience is vital for most students, but especially so for low-income students who benefit
greatly from the stability and community of life on campus. This population would be particularly hurt by
continued closure.
Against this backdrop, we must explore and carefully plan for a higher education reopening in the fall that is
guided by public health protocols and a commitment to fundamental, and perhaps profound, operational
changes to control the spread of the novel coronavirus on campuses.

Moving Quickly and Collaboratively
In the face of this pandemic, higher education institutions proved our ability to move quickly when health and
safety were on the line. Based on state mandate, college campuses closed rapidly and pivoted to become
100 percent remote.
The mandate to shut down college campuses and the state's economy was the right choice—and the only
possible choice--in the face of a crisis as formidable as the COVID-19 pandemic. It was a decision that
undoubtedly spared many lives.
Charting a path for colleges and universities to reopen carefully is also the right choice. The public health
reality is that COVID-19 will remain with us until a vaccine is available and widely distributed. We must find a
balance that prioritizes and protects public health while allowing higher education to fulfill its core mission in
our state.

Restart Task Force
In mid-April, leaders from New York's 100+ private, not-for-profit colleges and universities, as well as
leaders from the State University of New York, created a task force to identify the many critical issues that
should be addressed to reopen.
This Restart Plan for Higher Education Task Force is comprised of presidents and senior leaders of 14
private colleges and SUNY, selected to represent the full spectrum of higher education institutions in the
state, from small upstate colleges to the largest urban universities. The Task Force has worked quickly over
the past four weeks to identify the key issues that campuses must address, including concerns about public
health, academic delivery, student life, research, employment, and many others.
The Task Force has worked to answer Governor Cuomo's call to “reimagine education." Throughout this
document, you will see the careful consideration given to the wide range of issues campuses face. In doing
our work, we did not shy away from the most vexing issues that campuses must confront. Nor did we
attempt to prescribe solutions for each of these issues; our colleges differ in size, location, and demography,
and we are mindful that each of these factors must be taken into account when developing strategies for
addressing the issues laid out in this document.
•

Section I of this report provides general safety guidelines for universities and colleges to
support reopening. And, specific requests to the state for help.

•

Section II of this report provides a series of actions and principles for Universities and
Colleges to consider when thinking about how to modify their operations.

There is not a one-size-fits-all approach to restarting higher education. Each institution should
develop a plan to resume in-person classes, beginning with a gradual phase-in in the summer and
leading to the return of students in August/September. Each plan must adopt best practices to
safeguard students, faculty, staff, and the surrounding community.
REOPEN SUGGESTIONS
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We hope that this document will serve as the plan for SUNY and the Independent Sector to begin their gradual
reopening once regions meet the state's defined health metrics.
Many unique considerations will be faced on the road ahead. In particular, colleges with traditional residency
models—more akin to small cities than businesses—must plan for changes to their housing, dining, retail,
transportation, security, laboratories, and arts and entertainment operations, in addition to their classrooms and
lecture halls.
Using these suggestions as a guide, each university and college should customize and complete its reopen plan
to ensure that the prevalence of the disease remains low enough to allow safe resumption and continuation of
campus operations.
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Section I:
Public Health Suggestions to Consider in Restart
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BUILDING LAYERS OF SAFETY BASED ON
STATE AND PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDANCE
Each Institution should think about building layers of safety. The graphic below outlines
areas of safety to consider. Follow State Guidance. Colleges/Universities may choose to
impose stricter guidelines.

Develop Tiered Safety Barriers
State Guidelines
Low prevalence
Monitor
Symptoms,
Test, Isolate

Require pre-test for
Incoming Students
(to the extent
possible)

Trace and
Isolate Contacts

Ongoing Virus
Surveillance Testing
to Identify and
Isolate Carriers

Restrict Travel

Restrict Group
Sizes,
Modify
Operations,
Social
Distancing, PPE

Monitor Warning
Signs for
Outbreak

Protect Those
Most at Risk

REOPENING SAFETY PLANS
Each university and college must develop its unique safety plan for reopening. There is not a one-size-fits-all
approach to restarting higher education. In the re-opening safety plan checklist on pages 12-13, we detail out
specific areas to consider in developing a restart plan. Additionally, because surveillance testing is vital for
campuses, we provide additional details on that safety element in a narrative format following the checklist.
We recommend that private, independent colleges/universities have their restart safety plans reviewed by their
governing Board of Trustees no later than August 1, 2020, and preferably as soon as possible.
Institutional leadership should retain the restart plan on the campus(es) and make sure it is available to the New
York State Department of Health (DOH) or local health or safety authorities in the event of an inspection.
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Table 2: REOPENING SAFETY PLAN CHECKLIST
AREA OF SAFETY

£

Regional Gating
Criteria
(County/City)

STATE GUIDANCE
Prevalence of the disease is low enough to resume operations safely
1. A region must have a 14-day decline in COVID-19 hospitalizations OR have under
15 new hospitalizations (3-day average)
2. A region must have a 14-day decline in COVID-19 hospital deaths or fewer than
five deaths (3-day average)
3. A region must have under two new hospitalizations per 100,000 (3-day average)
4. A region much have at least 30% of total hospital beds available.
5. A region must have at least 30% of ICU beds available.
6. When it comes to testing, there must be 30 per 1,000 residents tested monthly (7day average of new test per day)
7. A region must have at least 30 contact tracers per 100,000 residents

£

Relationship with
County/City Public
Health Office

o University/college should have a relationship with the public health officials and
county executives/mayors.
o Universities/colleges in the same area should consider a consortium approach
to public health guidance.
o Develop agreed-upon guidance for screening/tracing with local public health
officials.
o Develop agreed-upon guidance for protocol when a positive case is identified on
campus with local public health officials.

£

Relationship with
Healthcare Systems
in Area

o University has a relationship with healthcare systems in the area for treating
students and community members.

£

Surveillance, Testing
and Tracing

o To the extent possible and assuming availability of tests, prescreen students,
faculty, and staff for symptoms. If widespread testing becomes available, to the
extent possible, pre-test or require proof of recent testing for students, faculty,
and staff. If tests are not available, offer an alternative plan such as a symptom
surveillance plan. Such a plan may include (but not required) screening
questionnaires designed by a medical professional to report if faculty, staff,
students have symptoms and/or have tested positive for COVID-19 or isolation
procedures.
o To the extent possible and assuming availability of tests, a system is in place for
continuous testing and tracking of the testing of community members. Build
campus capacity to do this or partner with a health care provider or pharmacy.
Testing of employees and students before and after restarting should use a
combination of PCR, saliva, anti-body, and point of care tests.
o To the extent doable, consider developing a satellite testing system on campus
or self-testing system. The State/City must give guidance on requirements and
work with institutions in developing multiple synergistic processes for testing and
tracing. This report provides recommendations on what that synergy looks like in
practice. See the detailed suggestions on pages 14-16 of this report.
o Contact tracing aligned with county public health office.
o May consider thermal scan systems where a single entrance is possible;
consider issuing thermometers to students for self-monitoring; encourage
students, faculty and staff to track symptoms daily.
o Local public health office has identified three tracers for every 10,000 students.
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AREA OF SAFETY

£

Vulnerable
Populations

STATE GUIDANCE
o Advised to stay home.
• Remote learning for students
• Remote teaching for faculty
• Remote work for staff
o University has defined a process for vulnerable individuals to self-identify and be
verified.

£

Remote Work

£

Travel

o Whenever possible.
o Consider having all meetings virtually.
o Follow government guidelines for domestic and international travel.
o Depending on government restrictions, limit the flow of students to and from the
campus during the semester.
o Encourage students not to travel off-campus.

£

Personal Protection
Equipment

o All community members should wear facemasks.

£

Stay at Home Policies

o Have clear stay at home policies and sick leave policies for people who are
exhibiting signs of illness.

£

Vaccines

o If the flu vaccine is widely available, consider requiring the flu vaccine for
students (unless not medically advised).
o Encourage flu vaccine for faculty and staff.

£

Cleaning
/ Disinfectant

o Hand sanitizer widely available.
o Disposable wipes or other disposable paper products and soap (in the event
that wipes are not available), in bathrooms.
o Daily disinfecting and cleaning of buses/vehicles, classrooms, offices,
bathrooms, residence halls. Maintain cleaning logs.

£

Density
Residence Halls

o Residence Halls are considered as family units. Isolation/Quarantine protocols
are in place
o University/College has a protocol in place for disinfecting and cleaning; student
cleaning; reducing density where possible.

£

Density
Modified Campus
Operations

o University has a plan in place for reducing density where possible for
classrooms, dining halls, gathering space, hallways, entrances to buildings,
elevators, among other areas on campus.
o See Section 2 of this report for questions to consider in modifying campus
operations

£

Social Distancing

o Encouraged when possible

£

Communication

o Communications plans have been developed for:
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Surveillance Testing: A Key Safety Element
Because surveillance testing is such an essential element for safe campus operations, we provide
additional details and suggestions on this key safety element.
As we face the challenges of the coronavirus pandemic, it is crucial to recognize that some of the features of
institutions of higher learning that bring the greatest value to New York State are precisely those features that
create unique risks. One prime example is that our institutions are predicated on the notion that bringing
individuals together from different backgrounds and locations bring exceptional value as perspectives are
shared, and individuals learn from each other.
To create this environment of shared experiences requires inviting students from different parts of the region,
state, country, and world to our campuses to live and learn together. However, in addition to bringing unique
backgrounds and experiences, welcoming individuals from places far afield from each other also carries the risk
of importing infectious diseases to our campuses. The prevalence of the SARS CoV-2 virus on campus is not
just a reflection of the prevalence in the surrounding community, but a reflection of all of the homes of our
students and visitors.
The other unique feature of campuses, particularly of residential campuses that adds significant value, is that
our students live together in an immersive learning environment. While an indispensable part of the collegiate
experience, this too, poses risks as one infected individual may well transmit the disease to a significant number
of other community members unless the infected individual can be identified and isolated quickly. Moreover, it
is critical to note that our immersive environment includes not only young, healthy individuals who would likely
weather a COVID-19 illness relatively well, but also students with conditions that put them at risk for severe
illness as well as faculty and staff who would suffer more significantly from a SARS CoV-2 infection.
These features make it particularly imperative that there be a robust state-supported testing and tracking
program to ensure that our institutions of higher learning can be sustained during this crisis. State regulatory
relief and assistance will be necessary to designate students and all other members of the college/university
community as eligible for testing.
It will also be critical that institutions have sustained access to training and staff for contract tracing efforts,
adequate diagnostic tests, testing supplies, and required PPE. Financial support will also be essential to ensure
that appropriate testing, and then managing individuals found to be infected with SARS CoV-2 can be
accomplished at the highest level of rigor.

Establishing a Surveillance Plan
1. A testing plan should identify the responsible agency(ies) providing testing, including testing both for
cause (symptomatic individuals, close contacts) and for surveillance to help monitor health conditions
over time.
a. Testing frequency and protocols should be defined for all campus populations, including visitors and
individuals who may leave and then return to campus for personal or professional reasons.
b. If tests are not available, offer an alternative plan such as a symptom surveillance plan. Such a plan
may include appropriate combinations of medical questionnaire screening or isolation procedures
2. A plan must be articulated for managing those found to be positive for the virus, including the
establishment of isolation facilities. A plan should also be in place to manage symptomatic individuals
while test results are pending. Additionally, plans for tracing of contacts of those found to be SARS
CoV-2 positive must be in place. This plan should be carefully coordinated with local health authorities.
a. Access to contact tracing staff and training from NYS will be necessary.
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3. Institutions must remain current with Public Health guidelines for their region as campuses are
repopulated. Plans should be able to adapt to an evolving landscape.
4. Each institution must develop a plan to monitor health on its campus, with clearly defined measures that
will serve as warning signs that infection may be increasing beyond an acceptable level.
5. Given that the signs and symptoms of seasonal Influenza are similar to COVID-19 which will add
complexity to monitoring public health and safety, institutions should elicit measures for increasing
access to and availability of flu vaccines to mitigate as much as possible seasonal flu outbreaks on
campus. All members of the community, without medical contraindications should be urged to be
vaccinated early in influenza season.

Elements of a Surveillance Plan
While institutions must be given flexibility in determining how best to test and monitor the health of students,
faculty, and staff based on local prevalence, student population, and other factors, we outline some specific
suggestions. The following suggestions should be discussed and coordinated with the county/local health
departments. Colleges and Universities abilities to accomplish what is outlined here is dependent on the help of
local and state authorities.

On Arrival:
1. On a campus, we recommend surveillance of the incoming student population through appropriate
combinations of virus testing, medical questionnaire screening, or isolation procedures before
introduction into the combined student population and initiation of full campus activities.
2. Institutional plans for repopulation should include consideration of their testing and isolation capacity.
3. Non-residential institutions, where the risks are similar to those of local businesses, may not need to test
students, faculty, and student-facing staff upon reopening.

In-session:
1. To the extent possible and assuming availability of tests, residential institutions should retest all
students, faculty, and student-facing staff at some interval, e.g., 7 to 14 days after arrival, to detect
evolving infection during the incubation period. This recommendation may be modified if public health
guidance changes.
2. Assuming the availability of tests, campuses should test students, faculty, and staff at appropriate
intervals throughout the academic year, following public health guidance.
3. When an infection is detected, institutions should isolate the infected student for 14 days, trace
contacts, quarantine all roommates and suitemates, and consider quarantining others with close
contact.
4. Daily temperature checks for students may not directly identify COVID-19 cases on time but may
provide early warning and tigger for testing.
5. Institutions will need clarification of cleaning standards for classrooms, residences, and residential
bathrooms.
6. Contact tracing capacity must be established to quarantine individuals who might have come in contact
with COVID-19-positive patients.
7. Colleges/Universties should have plans to monitor and provide medical care to infected students who
test positive and are isolated. Although most cases are likely to be mild, given the age of the students,
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there can be rapid deterioration. Daily video calls with a nurse while isolated would be one method of
monitoring.

Considerations for State/Local Authorities:
1. The State must ensure that colleges and universities have adequate supplies of viral diagnostic tests
and proper financial support to obtain, administer, and process them. The allocation of tests to colleges
and universities by the State should be a priority of the state to facilitate reopening.
2. The State should enable institutions to have adequate capacity for contact tracing.
3. The State should also affirm that contact tracing conducted by trained volunteers falls within the HIPAA
exemption. Furthermore, the state should amend Executive Order 7U to include volunteers performing
contract tracing in the immunity waiver for health care providers. Finally, local health departments
should also work with colleges and universities on protocols for sharing data collected through contact
tracing.
4. The State should provide specific public health guidelines for colleges and universities, covering the
wearing of facemasks, physical distancing, and the density of dormitories, dining halls, and classrooms.
5. The State should ensure that adequate supplies of PPE and facemasks will be available to colleges and
universities.
6. The State should provide a safe harbor from liability for those institutions that undertake the planning
efforts we outline in the report.
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PHASED TIMELINE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION REOPENING
We are recommending that institutions plan for a soft restart in May-August 2020, with a modified operational restart in August 2020. It is imperative to
reopen labs (research), clinical experiences during the summer months, as well as for institutions to modify physical operations and engage in pilot-tests
of residential experiences, among other areas. In Table 3, we list out a proposed phased restart plan for institutions.

TABLE 3: Phased Timeline for Higher Education Reopening

Remote except for
Critical Personnel
March 2020-May 2020
Specific Areas

Soft Restart

Modified Operations

Full Operations

May 2020 – August 2020

August 2020 - TBD

TBD

Boards of Trustees Review Restart
Plans No Later than August 1, 2020

1. Clinical Rotations,
Simulation Labs, and
Experiential Teaching
Needed for Degree Progress
– resume for students in
programs

1.

2. Daycare – open with public
health protocols, including
temperature testing

2.

3. Camps – closed

3.

4. Dining – take-out and delivery
only; no open buffets
5. Sporting Venues – closed

4.

6. Theatres – closed
7. Residence Halls – limited
opening with physical
distancing and public health
protocols; isolation and
quarantine units with private
baths identified
8. Health Services – open
remotely and in-person for
students on campus.

5.

6.

Clinical Rotations,
Simulation Labs, and
Experiential Teaching
Needed for Degree Progress
– resume for students in
programs
Daycare – open with public
health protocols, including
temperature testing

1. Clinical Rotations,
Simulation Labs, and
Experiential Teachingresumed

Camps – open with physical
distancing and public health
protocols

6. Theatres – open

Dining – open with physical
distancing and public health
protocols; take-out and
delivery still the preferred
options

2. Daycare – open
3. Camps – open
4. Sit-down Dining – open
5. Sporting Venues – open
7. Residence Halls – open
8. Health Services – open
9. Gyms – open
10. Transportation – open
11. Research and Instructional
Labs – open

Sporting Venues – open with
physical distancing and public
health protocols; consistent
with state guidance on
assembly size

12. Classes – open

Theatres – open with physical
distancing and public health
protocols; consistent with state
guidance on assembly size

16. Interfaith/Places of Worship
– open

13. Student Gatherings – open
14. Public Events – open
15. Retail/Bookstore – open

17. Construction – open
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Remote except for
Critical Personnel
March 2020-May 2020

Soft Restart

Modified Operations

Full Operations

May 2020 – August 2020

August 2020 - TBD

TBD

Boards of Trustees Review Restart
Plans No Later than August 1, 2020

9. Gyms – open with strict
physical distancing and public
health protocol in place
10. Transportation – open with
strict physical distancing and
public health and disinfecting
protocols; no more than ten
people allowed on any bus at
one time
11. Research and Instructional
Labs - open with strict physical
distancing and public health
protocols
12. Classes – closed with limited
exceptions
13. Student Gatherings –
discouraged
14. Public Events – not allowed
15. Retail/Bookstore – option to
open consistent with restart
plans in the region for retail.
16. Interfaith/Places of Worship
– continued online
17. Construction – continued with
strict physical distancing and
public health protocols
18. Housekeeping – regular,
continue with detailed cleaning
in place
19. PPE/Masks – University must
operate with PPE for essential
personal and social distancing
in place.

7.

8.

9.

Residence Halls – open with
physical distancing and public
health protocols; isolation and
quarantine units with private
baths identified
Health Services – open
remotely and in-person for
students on campus.
Gyms – open with strict
physical distancing and public
health protocols

18. Housekeeping – open
19. PPE – none
20. Mandated Sick Leave – go
back to HR practices
21. Large Venues and Events –
allowed
22. Enforcement – not needed
23. Non-Essential Travel –
resumes

10. Transportation – open with
strict physical distancing and
public health and disinfecting
protocols; no more than ten
people allowed on any bus at
one time
11. Research and Instructional
Labs – open with strict
physical distancing and public
health protocols
12. Classes – open with physical
distancing and public health
protocols for classes, including
use of face masks; make-up
procedure in place for
students who are ill; procedure
in place for academic student
support online. In-person
classes to maintain 6 feet of
separation.
13. Student Gatherings –
discouraged
14. Public Events – follows public
health protocols
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Remote except for
Critical Personnel
March 2020-May 2020

Soft Restart

Modified Operations

Full Operations

May 2020 – August 2020

August 2020 - TBD

TBD

Boards of Trustees Review Restart
Plans No Later than August 1, 2020

20. Mandated Sick Leave – must
provide sick leave for infected
employees

15. Retail/Bookstore – open with
physical distancing and public
health protocols

21. Large Venues and Events –
Closed and Cancelled

16. Interfaith/Places of Worship
– open with physical
distancing and public health
protocols

22. Enforcement – enforce strict
social distancing protocols
23. Non-Essential Travel – no
university authorized travel.

17. Construction – continued
with strict physical distancing
and public health protocols
18. Housekeeping – regular,
continued with detailed
cleaning in place
19. PPE – University must operate
with PPE for essential
personnel and social
distancing in place.
20. Mandated Sick Leave – must
provide sick leave for infected
employees
21. Large Venues and Events –
Closed and Cancelled
22. Enforcement – enforce social
distancing protocols
23. Non-Essential Travel –
minimize non-essential travel
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DETAILED REQUESTS TO THE STATE
FOR HELP
Higher education institutions must reopen to serve the 1.2 million students who study there each year. To do so,
colleges and universities will need assistance from New York State in several key areas:
1. Timeline Considerations:
Campuses are currently still open to students who were unable to leave and essential workers to serve
them and support remote learning. Universities need to know by early June whether they will be allowed
to return to a more fully phased in campus operation in the fall. This will help communicate plans with
students and parents (particularly incoming first-year students and their parents),
a. Assuming a region meets the established public health metrics, the state should commit to deciding
by early June (or sooner) whether colleges will be able to reopen to in-person operations in the fall.
Families are planning now for what they will do in the fall, and both colleges and their incoming and
returning students need time to prepare.
b. The State also should allow a soft re-opening over the summer so that campuses, even those in
regions that have not met the critical public health metrics, can prepare for the return of students.
Colleges have a longer runway to reopening than many other businesses, and significant time will
be required to complete tasks like reconfiguring dorm and classroom space to allow for social
distancing, reimagining dining services, and reopening research labs.
c.

Similarly, some types of campus operations – those where physical distancing can be maintained
and where adherence to norms governing the use of protective equipment such as facemasks is
likely – should be allowed to reopen once the pause has expired and even before a region has fully
met the required public health metrics. These operations would include research laboratories,
especially those in jeopardy of losing grant funding, and libraries.

d. Through every phase of the reopening process, each college will be responsible for working with
their county health departments and local health care institutions to implement prudent, fact-based
strategies to safeguard staff, students, and the community from the spread of the virus.
2. Access to Sample Collection and Testing:
Colleges and universities will need priority access to sampling and testing resources so that students,
faculty, and staff can safely return to campus. Professors have already been deemed “essential
workers" for testing priority; that designation should be extended to others in the campus community,
and clear lines of responsibility for testing and tracing should be articulated. The State/City needs to
ensure that testing supplies are available to campuses and their health care partners, and that
provisions for test administration and processing are in place. This could impose a considerable burden
on institutions, especially tuition-dependent private colleges and universities, that are already coping
with substantial incremental costs and revenue shortfalls arising from the pandemic. Given the criticality
of testing to the reopening of this vital part of the economy, the state/city/county should identify funding
to pay for these tests. Testing includes access to sample collection, testing of samples, point of care
tests, and saliva testing.
3. Healthcare partnerships:
The state could also help establish partnerships between smaller colleges and healthcare entities,
including hospitals and pharmacies, to facilitate sample, testing, and the response to a confirmed case
of COVID-19.
4. Contact Tracing Capacity:
The state should specify the responsibilities of colleges and universities in the contact tracing process.
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5. PPE, Facemasks, and Social Distancing
The State should ensure that adequate supplies of PPE and facemasks will be available to colleges and
universities. Colleges and universities were amongst the first to take up the call to donate their PPE to
the state's response efforts, and we were proud to do so. Unfortunately, many institutions are now left
with insufficient supply, both for their general campus population and importantly for their health care
students who require PPE to do their clinical rotations. Training the next generation of first responders
involves the availability of PPE. Guidance on Facemasks and Physical Distancing: The State should
provide specific public health guidelines for colleges and universities, covering the wearing of
facemasks and physical distancing, premised on the assumption that ongoing testing and monitoring
will keep the prevalence of the disease low enough to continue safe operation.
6. Safe Harbor:
The State should provide a safe harbor from liability for those institutions that undertake their planning
efforts consistent with state and federal guidelines.
7. Regulatory Relief:
Colleges and universities are highly regulated by the state and federal governments as well as
accrediting bodies. Campuses need to be able to react swiftly and creatively. The state government
can help by:
a. Allowing colleges and universities to take greater ownership of testing and other public health
measures if they can do so.
b. Continuing the flexibility afforded this spring by the New York State Department of Education Office
of Higher Education to higher education institutions as they shifted to online education. Change in
the mode of delivery should be treated as a program modification, not a new program, during this
period.
c.

Enlisting the other six regional Governors to call upon accrediting agencies to continue to allow
flexibility for higher education institutions to offer online learning without specific approval.

d. Creating a working group to examine how accreditation requirements and state regulations can be
relaxed to ensure that students in health sciences programs requiring clinical training can continue
to progress to graduation despite disruptions caused by COVID-19. In particular, the state's
pressing needs for nurses highlights the need to maintain the clinical training progression to
graduation in May 2021.
e. Requesting that the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) and related certifying
bodies allow schools of nursing temporarily to substitute up to one-third of the traditional face-toface clinical hours for simulation teaching technology in the APRN curriculum.
f.

Offering a tax credit to health care professionals to incentivize them to serve as training preceptors
for students. Before the pandemic, the lack of clinical preceptors was a significant impediment to
colleges training more students for the health care professions. That obstacle has become even
more acute in light of the pandemic. A tax credit would be a relatively small but powerful state
investment and especially critical during this pandemic crisis.

g. Making needed accommodations if students cannot undertake field experiences, student teaching,
and internships, or meet licensure requirements that are core to their academic programs and
degree completion.
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Section II:
Questions to Consider in Modifying Campus
Operations
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The CICU Restart Higher Education Task Force has worked to provide a checklist of considerations
related to the modifications of campus operations during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. This
is not a comprehensive guide to modifying operations. Given the varied nature of colleges and
universities across the state of New York, each institution’s restart plan will be
unique. Additionally, not all questions will apply to institutions.
This general checklist is not intended to be prescriptive or all-inclusive. Each college or university will need to
tailor its modified operations plan based on its unique facts and circumstances, campus community, and activities,
as well as guidelines from federal, state, and local governments and health authorities in effect at the time of
restart.
Each institution should use their campus community members, legal, medical, or other professionals as they
each plan their particular form of return for the Fall semester.
Please note that this is a general checklist of items institutions can consider for planning purposes and does not
constitute legal advice or medical guidance. Nothing herein creates an attorney-client relationship, nor is this
document intended to define or create legal obligations for institutions. Citations to guidance documents and legal
authorities are provided for reference only, and institutions are urged to consider if and how those authorities apply
to their individual circumstances.
Institutional restart plans should stake into account current governmental orders and guidance,
including CDC Guidance, White House Guidance, NYS Department of Health Guidance, New York
State Industry-Specific Guidance, New York State Executive Orders, OSHA Guidance, American
College Health Association Guidance, and EEOC Guidance

Student
Life

Legal &
Human
Resources

Academics

Areas
to Consider
in Developing
Modified
Operations
Plans

Research

Communications

Infrastructure
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Student Health and Counseling Services
1. What, if any, different health documentation or information should be collected before students arrive on
campus?
2. Has a protocol been set up for testing for COVID-19, either through on-campus capacity or working with
community healthcare partners?
3. Have protocols been developed with the local health department and hospital emergency rooms,
including sharing emergency response plans, delineating responsibilities and coordinating mutual
communication when positive cases are detected on campus?
4.

Does the college have a coordinated quarantine plan in place in the event a campus member tests
positive?

5. Have transportation policies been put in place for taking students to the isolation area?
6. Does the college have a coordinated communication plan, including to parents, when a positive case
has been discovered?
7. Have educational videos regarding handwashing, facemask protocol and other public health measures
been made available to students and staff?
8. Has a range of supplies and medications been identified that will be useful?
9. Have the appropriate type and quantity of PPE been identified and stockpiled?
10. Have all Health Center Staff been fit tested?
11. How do we limit exposure in the health and student counseling waiting area? Where do students wait
until the exam room is ready?
12. Has a protocol been set up to utilize remote check-in for their appointment?
13. Has social distancing been evaluated in terms of the Health Center capacity? How many students can
be in the waiting area and still be compliant with social distancing? Has furniture been adjusted
accordingly?
14. Does the Health Center have a designated isolation room for evaluating possible COVID-19 patients
that meets DOH guidelines with a door that closes and windows that can be opened?
15. Has the Health Center been educated on facial coverings, cleansing of the facial covering, and how to
wear them properly?
16. Have student health and counseling services been redesigned with telehealth options?
17. Will the regulatory landscape change for telehealth?
18. Has a protocol been established for temperature evaluation upon entry to campus via infrared or
thermoscan mechanism?
19. How will potential changes to the academic calendar, travel restrictions, and other responses to COVID19 affect the college student health insurance?
20. Has special consideration been given for bereavement counseling as well as increased counseling
needs due to anxiety from COVID-19?
21. Does the college have adequate resources to support increased mental health demand?
22. Does the college's Counseling Services have adequate training in trauma-informed care?
23. Has the Counseling Services office prepared an educational programming plan for students returning to
campus with various mental health needs related to COVID-19 (e.g., added financial stress, abusive
home environments exacerbated by remote learning, isolation, and depression)?
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Sporting Venues (Inside v. Outside)
1. Does the college have a plan for policies/protocols relative to spectators at athletic events?
a. Does the college allow spectators at contests?
b. Has the college reviewed seating capacity to meet reductions necessary for proper social
distancing?
c.

Does the college provide/require masks for spectators at athletic events (indoor/outdoor)?

d. Do all of the fields/arenas have the policies clearly listed for visitors (e.g., signage)?
2. Has the college coordinated plans with its athletic conference peers?
3. Are there plans for managing space and cleanliness in fitness/athletic facilities? For athletic practices
and competitions on campus? (NCAA and conferences as guides.)

Fitness / Gyms / Locker Rooms (Recreation / Classes / Teams)
1. Does the college have a plan to adequately clean/disinfect common use areas (fitness equipment,
locker rooms, etc.) after usage?
2. Does the college allow locker room access/usage to visiting teams?
3. Does the college allow officials access to locker rooms or do we require they arrive right at the
field/court?
a. Would some sports be more receptive than others?
4. Does the college allow regular recreational use of our facilities for outside users (rec club members,
community members, etc.)?
5. Does the college have the ability to effectively run and operate athletic training facilities while adhering
to the Health Department's requirements?
6. Has the college reviewed locker capacity to meet proper social distancing protocols, and considered
staggering locker room usage?

Athletics - Game Operations
1. Have you marked seats in your venues to keep fans socially distant?
2. Do you have hand sanitizer at the entrance of the venue and throughout?
3. Do you have trashcans with covers that won't allow garbage to blow out for outdoor venues?
4. Have workers been prepared to deal with unruly fans from a safe distance?
5. Can you open your restrooms while encouraging minimal contact with surfaces?
6. How do you plan to get teams from the locker rooms to the field with minimal contact with surfaces?

Athletics - Recreation and Fitness Facilities
1. Has a reduced maximum capacity, based on industry standards, been set for each area in the
facility? This includes fitness centers, pools, tracks, gymnasiums and locker rooms, etc.
2. Have the facilities and fitness equipment been thoroughly cleaned before opening? Are necessary
cleaning protocols in place for continued use and upkeep?
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3. Are safety precautions (PPE) in place to help protect student and professional staff (masks, gloves,
training, etc.)?
4. Is proper signage in place to educate and encourage safety precautions?
5. Has the campus community been adequately informed of revised policies and procedures?

Athletics - Sports Medicine for Varsity Athletics
1. Has a maximum capacity been determined for your athletic training facility?
2. How are you practicing safe distancing in your athletic training room facility? Are teams able to have a
space for pre-practice and post-practice treatments?
3. Is there an adequate amount of PPE (gloves, masks) supplied for the athletic training staff?
4. Do the daily table cleaning solutions used in the athletic training room and strength and conditioning
room protect against COVID-19?
5. Are there policies and procedures in place for daily health/symptom check-ins for student-athletes?
6. Is your training room staff in contact with university health services and following the same protocol if a
student-athlete shows any symptoms for COVID-19?

Student Gatherings (Greek Life, Parties, Co-Curricular)
1. Does the campus have protocols for managing, and if needed, disbanding campus-sponsored
gatherings of students?
2. Does the campus have a campus education plan in place that addresses the risks of non-college
sponsored large gatherings of students, including clear conduct guidelines for participation in these
events?
3. Does the campus have plans to limit event capacity?
4. Does the college have plans and capacity to establish, monitor, and enforce social distancing
requirements at student gatherings?
5. Does the college need to update the code of conduct policies to reflect social distancing?
6. Given possible/expected limitations, how will the college redesign programs to engage students?
7. Has the college communicated expectations, protocols, and any new policies to student leaders and
organization advisors?
8. Does the university need to provide additional campus space or technology to campus organizations to
allow them to operate?
9. How will the University make decisions without state guidance?
a. For example, should the state say we can gather in large groups, but the university is not yet
comfortable doing so, what will its measures be for making that decision about its events?
10. If events are limited in size and scope, what will expectations be for cost per student?
a. For example, a vendor that costs $5000 for something makes sense when 100+ students are
expected to attend. In limiting gatherings to something like 20 students, what will be internal
expectations for spending?
11. Will restrictions or guidelines remain the same for on-campus and off-campus gatherings?
a. For example, if the university limits event size for on-campus gatherings, how will that affect offcampus trips to plays, events, sporting events, etc.?
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12. Has the university developed language for contracts that protects the university in the event of a future
closure or change in state, local, or national guidance (i.e., a future outbreak)?
13. Has the university developed workflows and processes for turning over spaces to allow for additional
cleaning between events?
14. Has the university considered changes to guest policies at events to allow for additional social
distancing? If guests are allowed, is there a need for further documentation if contact tracing is
required?
15. Has the university developed policies regarding catering at events?
a. For example, will the university continue to allow self-serve buffets?
16. What are the additional supplies needed for events?
a. For example, should hand sanitizer be provided at student events?
17. In converting in-person gatherings to virtual ones, has our school examined students' access to remote
offerings?
18. How are you coordinating with local law enforcement regarding expectations?

Public Events (Conferences, Lectures, Concerts, Weddings)
1. Does the campus have suitable facilities to ensure attendees at public events can practice adequate
social distancing of at least six feet or a plan to enforce gathering limitations to less than fifty people
who must use PPE (e.g., masks)?
a. Does the college have the capacity to monitor and enforce social distancing requirements for
outside groups that wish to rent its facilities?
b. Has the college reviewed seating capacity to meet reductions necessary for proper social
distancing?
c.

Have event capacities been reduced to reflect 50% occupancy of the desired set or total percentage
dictated by state and CDC guidelines?

2. Have seating diagrams been adjusted to stagger chairs and not have people sit behind one another?
3. Have the size of aisles been increased to give more space between rows?
4. Have fixed seats in venues been blocked off to ensure proper social distancing?
5. Is visible signage placed throughout the venue discouraging handshaking, and encouraging washing
hands and following social distancing guidelines?
6. Have meeting spaces been adapted to accommodate virtual meetings?
7. Has a system been developed for large events to line people up outside the building and bring in "x"
people at a time to be seated?
8. Is there a contact list/sign-in sheets for each event to track attendance, should someone in the audience
learn they have the virus.
9. Will PPE be provided to the public if they attend events?

Large Venues and Events
1. Does the campus have suitable facilities to ensure attendees at public events can practice adequate
social distancing of at least six feet or a plan to enforce gathering limitations to less than fifty people
who must use PPE (e.g., masks)?
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2. Is the college prepared to deliver content at large gatherings (e.g., Commencement) virtually to multiple
venues with small gatherings or to individuals in isolation?
3. Has the college reviewed seating capacity to meet reductions necessary for proper social distancing?
4. Have event capacities been reduced to reflect 50% occupancy of the desired set or total percentage
dictated by state and CDC guidelines?
5. Have seating diagrams been adjusted to stagger chairs and not have people sit behind one another?
6. Have the size of aisles been increased to give more space between rows?
7. Have fixed seats in venues been blocked off to ensure proper social distancing?
8. Is visible signage placed throughout the venue discouraging handshaking, and encouraging washing
hands and following social distancing guidelines?
9. Have meeting spaces been adapted to accommodate virtual meetings?
10. Has a system been developed for large events to line people up outside the building and bring in "x"
people at a time to be seated?
11. Is there a contact list/sign-in sheet for each event to track attendance should someone in attendance
learn they have the virus?

Residence Halls
The following assumes that the state considers roommates or suitemates as a family unit, thus allowing more
than one occupant per dormitory room.
1. Does the institution have a protocol to ensure appropriate social distancing within residence halls? Has
the institution justified the safety and responsibility of its protocol?
2. Have additional cleaning protocols been established for residence halls?
3. Have alternative housing facilities been identified should a campus be required to reduce room
occupancy levels by half?
4. Has the university established protocols for students coming to campus from other locations, and for
leaving and re-entering for semester breaks?
5. Does the college have in place options for additional residential space if state guidance limits
occupancy in dorms?
6. Are Residence Life professional and student staff required to complete additional fall training related to
public health concerns, social distancing requirements, and how to use and access personal protective
equipment?
7. Does the college have a student return/move-in plan that aligns with social distancing guidelines? e.g.,
staggered move-in days, policies on limiting numbers of people helping move)?
a. Consider the density of typical move-in days and whether adjustments are appropriate to reduce the
number of individuals on-campus, including staggering move-in dates over a longer period, or
offering students the opportunity to ship personal belongings ahead of move-in. Consider diverting
families from entering campus buildings (dorms) during drop-off, with appropriate exceptions for
physical handicaps and for medical conditions, including autism and anxiety disorders.
8. How will lounges and other common areas be used?
9. Have protocols been established to maintain social distancing in hallways and common spaces?
10. Have you reduced the ratio of students to common spaces/toilets/showers/sinks/laundry
machines/elevators to minimize the number of students sharing these places/items?
11. Have you developed protocols for emergency evacuations that allow for social distancing?
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12. Are you requiring students to bring and use face coverings, and if so, in what circumstances? Are you
training students on how to wear and use such coverings?
13. Does the campus have separate facilities identified for isolation of students testing positive for COVID19?
14. Have arrangements been made for food delivery to these students? What about medications, toiletries,
laundry (clothes & linens)?
15. What are the protocols for students completing an isolation period and moving back into main housing?
16. What protocols are in place to minimize exposure for any staff who have to interact with students in
isolation?
17. Does the campus have adequate medical staff to provide care for students in isolation?
18. Does the campus also have separate quarantine facilities identified for students who need to be
separated due to being exposed to COVID-19 but are presently asymptomatic?
19. Have arrangements been made for food delivery to these students? What about medications, toiletries,
laundry (clothes & linens)?
20. What are the protocols for students completing a quarantine period and moving back into main housing
21. What protocols are in place to minimize exposure for any staff who have to interact with students in
isolation?
22. How will you modify staff (professional and paraprofessional) responsibilities, training, and protocols to
promote their safety and health as well as that of the community?
23. Will more student staff or building access technology be needed to monitor occupancy flow/tracing in
traditional/corridor style residence halls?
24. Does the college have a sensitivity/educational plan for the residential community to mitigate anxiety
and intake feedback, should someone test positive?
25. Can/should the school establish testing/health requirements that students must regularly meet as a
condition of gaining access to instructional and/or residential spaces (e.g., temperature scans upon
entry to the residence hall)?
26. Has the school examined the impact of revised housing occupancy and health protocols/policies in the
context of faculty and/or staff in residence?

Non-Academic Facilities
1. Do event facilities offer flexibility for additional classroom and/or dining space?
2. How do plans for extracurricular activity reopening intersect with the possible uses of event and other
non-academic facilities as ad-hoc classrooms?
3. Have additional protocols been established for campus bathrooms, including cleaning, maintaining
social distancing?
4. Are there spaces/lounges that should be reserved for students who live off-campus to minimize their
travel?
5. Do we have protocols in place for campus events held in non-academic facilities?

Enforcement or Accountability Measures for Social Distancing and Other COVID-19 Related
Protocols
1. Are violations of community health protocols explained in the college's student, staff, and faculty
handbooks?
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2. Does the student Code of Conduct need to be revised to enforce COVID-19 protocols?
3. Has a plan been put in place to monitor and correct social distancing violations?
4. Are general social distancing policies clearly displayed for campus stakeholders to see, understand, and
follow?
a. For example, have public awareness campaigns been created around proper social distancing
guidelines?
b. Use creative markers on floors and walls to show what six feet of social distance looks like.
5. Are in-person classes structured in a way that students may easily practice social distancing?
6. Have plans been put in place for fixed partitions where social distancing cannot be maintained?
7. Should corridors and stairwells be one way?
8. Does the college need to update its residence hall conduct and community standard policies to include
proper social distancing and other health-related protocols?
9. How will the school communicate updated policies and provide orientation and training to
students/staff/faculty?

Theaters
1. Are participants in college-sponsored theatrical productions instructed to wear masks during
performances? During rehearsal?
2. Will the college have audiences at theatrical productions practice adequate social distancing of at least
six feet or a plan to enforce crowd limitations to less than fifty people who must use PPE (e.g., masks)?
3. Review seating capacity to meet reductions necessary for proper social distancing.

Interfaith / Places of Worship
1. Will the college limit religious gatherings to less than 50 participants and enforce the use of PPE (e.g.,
masks)?
2. Will the college either restrict or implement sanitizing measures for services of the sacrament?
3. Has the college reviewed seating capacity to meet reductions necessary for proper social distancing?

Dining / Restaurants / Cafes
1. Has foodservice been designed for take-out and delivery?
2. Has foodservice ordering been designed for online?
3. Have all dining halls been designed for social distancing and seating?
4. Have all dining personnel been trained on proper protocol, and have they received appropriate PPE?
5. Have all buffet lines been eliminated?
6. Have sneeze guards been put in place in critical food serving areas?
7. Have open binned utensils been replaced with prepackaged utensils?
8. Have plans been put in place to safely transport food to individuals who are isolated or in quarantine?
9. Does the college have means to limit gatherings in dining areas to no more than 50, either through
multiple cordoned off dining rooms, assigned dining shifts, or take-out meals?
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10. Have clearly marked six-foot distance markers been placed around dining food stations?
11. Has a sanitation program been put in place to sanitize tables and chairs after each use?
12. Have standards and procedures been put in place to clean and sanitize work surfaces?
13. Is management or a supervisor scheduled to be on-site at all times during working operating hours to
ensure all procedures are being followed?
14. Are Grab and Go coolers being stocked with no more than minimum levels?
15. Have restroom cleaning schedules been adjusted for frequency of use during peak dining periods?
16. Are third-party delivery drivers and suppliers aware that we adhere to social distancing requirements?
17. Have plexiglass barriers at registers been installed to protect cashiers?
18. Have contactless payment options been developed to reduce person-to-person transactions?
19. Has proper signage been posted around dining facilities regarding social distancing and sanitary
procedures?
20. Have automatic hand sanitizers been placed throughout the dining area?

Dining Procedures
1. Has food service been modified for take-out? Have arrangements been made concerning the inability to
wear PPE/masks while dining?
2. Has the institution considered regular testing of dining employees?
3. Has dining furniture been removed or restricted to accommodate any maximum gathering numbers
identified by the state?
4. Do dining personnel have access to appropriate PPE and have they been trained on the proper
protocol?
5. Have campuses considered dining shifts to manage demand during peak hours?

Communication of Expectations to Students Before Coming to Campus
1. Are college representatives trained in responding to student and parent concerns about the institution's
preparedness able to be easily reached?
2. Is there a communication plan for early arrivals, to assure clarity and expectations upon arrival to
campus?

Visitors to Campus
1. Does the college have a way of monitoring or limiting visitors' access to campus facilities?
2. Are limits needed to decrease or eliminate visitors to campus? Consider eliminating in-person campus
tours and visits by prospective applicants and families or establish limited, no-contact visitors space and
tour.
3. Are amendments to the code of conduct needed to track visitors better if they are allowed? Are there
procedures in place to register visitors? Does campus security have clear direction on how to treat
visitors to campus?
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Classes / Teaching Plan
1. How will the appropriate academic unit (department, college, university) offer remote
instruction/multimodal instruction?
a. Possible modes for mixed in-person/online classes include the following:
•

Live remote attendance.

•

Course recorded live while shared with remote students.

•

Lectures pre-recorded (“flipped classrooms”), and remote student interaction conducted
asynchronously or in a virtual section.

•

Are there other modes, e.g., simulations that student video records, completes, and returns to
their instructor?

b. What mandatory training will be provided for faculty before they can teach online/flipped
classrooms?
c.

Should fall course offerings be chosen based at least partially on whether or not a course “works
well” online, which would decrease offerings that don't work as well (i.e., flipping some of the fall and
spring offerings)?

d. Will remote students be able to connect with in-class students as they need to through group work?
e. Should faculty plan capability to switch to online delivery at any point in the semester? Or should
they plan to finish the semester as they started (perhaps some classes start online and others start
in-person)?
f.

If there are “phased-in" online courses, how is that decided/what is prioritized (e.g., classes with
labs come on-site before classes focused on readings/discussions)?

g. Can each class be placed into one of the following categories which reflect the relative criticality of
the courses for graduation?
•

Category 1: Critical classes that must be delivered on campus, critical classes that can be
delivered remotely online, critical classes that can be delivered in hybrid mode.

•

Category 2: Non-critical classes that must be delivered on campus, non-critical classes that can
be delivered remotely online, non-critical classes that can be delivered remotely online.

h. What are the ramifications to faculty if their course is deemed "non-critical” and selected to be
moved to Spring 2021 (e.g., possible decrease in research productivity in the spring due to more
teaching responsibility)? What flexibility is there for faculty who do not want their course load
rearranged to teach more in the spring?
2. What academic communications are necessary for the Fall 2020 term?
a. What syllabus practices may facilitate improved communication toward student success?
b. What kind of codified processes might departments/faculty promote for students to communicate
concerns about COVID-related trauma that might create difficulties with an assignment (e.g., a
student who recently lost a parent due to COVID does not feel comfortable writing the assigned
thought piece about grief in the time of COVID)?
c.

What other communication messages are important?

3. What plans will departments need to make so that classes are carried out in case the instructor: a) is
sick; b) must self-quarantine; c) must take time away unexpectedly to deal with a COVID-related
emergency at any time during the calendar schedule of the class.
4. To what extent can the cost of the class to students be incorporated into class design? Including such
issues as:
a. To what extent should the cost of textbooks/materials be considered in forming the syllabus?
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b. How might faculty structure their lessons to minimize the extent to which students use purchased
material until the shopping/class-drop window closes, given that returns of textbooks are unlikely to
be accepted (and therefore students may not want to purchase textbooks until they fully commit to
the class for the whole period)?

Class Size and Classroom Modifications Necessary for Social Distancing
1. What are the CDC, state, and local guidelines that must be incorporated into each classroom setting?
2. How can a classroom be physically rearranged to allow for social distancing (e.g., blended average of
1/3 of the seats in moveable seat rooms and 1/4 of the seats in fixed seat classrooms on average?
3. How can traffic patterns be rerouted throughout buildings to maintain social distancing? Such rerouting
must address accessibility issues.
4. Have additional cleaning protocols been established for classrooms, particularly for classrooms that
have back-to-back classes?
5. How can the protection of students with underlying health conditions, and the needs of students
diagnosed with COVID-19 during the time of the class, be addressed in the course’s delivery? For
example, can classes have both a video and an in-class version simultaneously?
6. How might other spaces on campus be utilized as larger classrooms (e.g., a large event space may be
used as only a classroom during the fall semester)?
7. For classes in which group work is expected, how can social distancing be preserved when students
congregate to work in teams?
8. How does the university/college coordinate with off-campus locations that are relied upon to hold
classes? Where would such classes be held if those locations aren't available?
9. What provisions will need to be in place for weekend on-site courses that draw national and
international participants?
10. Is there capacity at another location to add additional on-site sections if the number of students per
class is reduced? If not, does that affect the cohort time to completion?
11. How can crowding in elevators be reduced when classes change in high-rise classroom buildings?
12. Could large enrollment lectures be offered online and smaller discussion sections be offered as inperson sections in smaller groups?

Assessments, Exams, and Grading
1. If either attendance or class participation is part of the grading of student achievement, what
adjustments in grading must be made for students who are remote or quarantined (either mandatory or
self), or are in any other way prevented from participating in class interaction (e.g., poor internet
quality)?
2. What kind of codified processes might departments/faculty consider for students to communicate
concerns about COVID-related trauma that might create difficulties with an assignment (e.g., a student
who recently lost a parent due to COVID does not feel comfortable writing the assigned thought piece
about grief in the time of COVID)?
3. What protocols will be identified and used as assessment alternatives to avoid proctored exams,
reducing large gatherings of people? Examples include the use of multiple large section rooms
simultaneously and using only small group or individual on-line assessment vehicles.
4. What additional vendors/tools will be needed if a hybrid course context continues, such as virtual exam
proctoring? Many software vendors have provided their licenses for free online this semester, such as
Adobe. Software licensing off-site is something that would require resolutions.
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Advising / Office Hours
1. What plans are necessary to continue remote counseling services into fall/spring?
2. What procedures and guidelines are necessary to maintain faculty engagement and consistent
communication with students who are remote to campus?
3. What changes in the advising schedule are necessary if there are changes in the academic calendar?
4. What material and methods are necessary to train faculty and professional advisors expeditiously and
adequately to adapt to changes in course schedules, time of delivery, and methods of delivery?
5. What information and methods of communication are necessary to facilitate the discussion of academic
progress and financial aid requirements between advisors, students, and parents?
6. How can we improve the PeopleSoft functionality to support advising beyond using the degree audit
system as a tool?
7. What are the effective tools and techniques to make students aware of the importance of using time
wisely with their advisors and sharing in the responsibility of ensuring degree progression and
educational goals?
8. What are effective techniques and materials for conducting advising sessions remotely?
9. What are plans for addressing "virtual drop-ins” for at-risk populations due to health accommodations?
10. Can the university invest in online appointment software (e.g., Calendly) so that students electronically
sign up for appointments to minimize hallway lines during office hours?
11. Is it acceptable for advisors who like to meet in public areas to make office hours more
inclusive/accessible (e.g., a table in the student center), to revise this practice, or should it be dropped
entirely?
12. What university policies and practices are necessary for remote advising to preserve a student's
privacy, particularly concerning parents who wish to participate in remote advising appointments? What
modalities can be considered and used to support these students?

Clinical / Nursing Instruction / Speech and Hearing Instruction
1. Are all clinical placement agreements in place and do they specify:
a. Who will provide students with appropriate PPE?
b. Who will assure appropriate fitting of PPE to assure their effectiveness?
c.

Who will train students on the appropriate use of PPE, both donning and doffing?

d. Who will train students on any COVID-19 specific practices that have been put in place (i.e.,
temperature screenings of visitors and staff, social distancing, etc.)?
e. Who will train students on handwashing and other sanitization procedures?
f.

Who will train students on how to reduce the possibility of transmission of disease upon leaving
clinical sites?

g. Who will inform the students of the risk of contact with infectious disease?
2. Will students and their parents or legal guardians be required to sign an informed consent and liability
waiver at the beginning of each clinical course?
3. Is infection control training in place for students and staff?
4. Are hand sanitizing stations/running water available in all instructional settings?
5. Who will train students in health care delivery protocols when under institutional Incident Command
System activation for a city, state, or federal emergency?
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6. Do all courses include COVID-19 content epidemiology, transmission, transmission prevention, and
population instruction?
7. Are protocols in place to sanitize, after each nursing lab session or individual student use during
practice in “open labs,” using the CDC disinfecting and sanitizing protocols for COVID-19?
8. Are protocols in place for social distancing during open lab sessions?
9. Will all students, faculty, and lab staff be equipped with PPE to wear during assigned lab time? Will
training be provided for donning/doffing?
10. Will students be screened for symptoms daily in class, nursing labs, and as they arrive at the clinical site
for care? Are non-touch thermometers available?
11. Are NYSED-approved plans in place to restructure instruction in a way that accommodates a lack of
clinical sites?
12. Are protocols in place to manage instructional spaces when a student/employee who has been in the
space is a confirmed or presumptive case of COVID?
13. Are protocols in place for notifying students and employees when a positive case has been identified?
14. What training is available for students engaging in telehealth placements?
15. How can simulations be effectively used as a way to teach clinical skills without exposing students
unnecessarily to the risk of COVID infection?
16. What should nursing programs do as a substitute if hospitals and other settings do not sponsor student
training?

Lab Classes
1. Are lab capacities adjusted to account for safe spacing/density requirements?
2. Have programs considered remote lab options (e.g., kits)?
3. What will cleaning/disinfecting PPE look like? Do you continue with shared PPE (like lab coats or safety
glasses), require everyone to purchase their own, or require cleaning between every use?
4. Will face masks be required while working in labs? Does this pose an additional risk, depending on the
mask material and the hazardous materials that are being used?
5. What will social distancing look like in a lab setting, as many labs pair students and share hood space?
6. How can the curricula of lab classes, particularly introductory lab classes, be broadened to allow for
qualitative assignments/assignments related more to concepts than specific techniques?
7. Is there a need for supplemental lab classes/programming to help students with a skills gap resulting
from remote learning (particularly if it extends into the 2021-22 academic year)?
8. What lab simulation tools are available as an alternative to physical labs?
9. What changes in STEM labs are necessary to maintain social distancing? Such as:
a. Flex teaching (50% of students rotate to be in person 50% remote)?
b. Assignment of collaborative projects?

Education Programs (Student Teaching, Daycare, Camps)
1. Are substitutions for clinicals/practicums developed, and are the required approvals from SED
obtained?
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2. We will need to align with each P-12 partner's regulations, which may cause distinct differences in
student experiences. What guidelines and procedures are necessary to be able to evaluate students in
varied settings?
3. What guidelines, equipment, and materials are necessary to offer educational camps virtually?
4. If local P-12 schools are online in the fall, how can outreach programs continue to engage students who
are likely fatigued from online learning, and more precisely, sitting at a computer for extended hours?
What else might engagement look like virtually?
5. What changes in pick-up and drop-off procedures are needed to minimize social density?

Performing Arts / Experiential
1. Are there local service-learning projects that can be completed through courses?
2. How can we guide students who are beginning projects and typically physically gather to brainstorm and
work collaboratively? How do we not “lose” students who are introverted in these collaborative projects?
3. What recommendations will we offer student clubs/organizations that cue off each other (e.g., dance
ensemble, pep band)?
4. Is there a need for COVID-specific MOUs/waivers that outline the agreed-upon protocols and
procedures between institutions and partner organizations (e.g., a local museum that hosts an
experiential learning class)?
5. How might audiences for performances be considered if they consisted ONLY of members of the
institution vs. members of the public?
6. How might visiting artist programs need to be restructured (particularly if there is a gift agreement that
specifies how funding might be used/applied for these)?
7. What accommodations can be made for students who are vulnerable due to health conditions to
continue participating in performing arts courses and programs? What best practices exist for remote
participation in performing arts?
8. How can performing arts courses be effectively taught online?
9. Can we change to monologue plays?
10. How can we add COVID-19 safety education to the student experience?

Graduate
1. What kind of templates and/or processes need to be created to accurately represent students who will
apply to graduate school, particularly for institutions that moved to a P/F grading system?
2. What are the requirements of classes or seminars that are part of co-curricular coursework to ensure
that all parties have the same requirements?
3. How will social distancing be enacted within graduate research labs?
4. If there are additional research delays, will graduation dates be pushed back, and if so will funding
continue? Will the funding be at the current or a reduced rate?
5. If there are continued on-site restrictions, how do we build community and engagement at the graduate
level?
6. How can we help adult graduate students with the additional pressures they're facing (i.e., childcare,
homeschooling, working remotely) to finish their coursework successfully?
7. How can we support our graduate students that are currently working in high-risk industries (i.e.,
healthcare) to stay healthy and to finish their coursework successfully?
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8. How will student advisement be continued if their advisor becomes quarantined or hospitalized?
9. Regarding articulation agreements—how will students coming into programs be impacted by issues at
home institutions?
10. Will graduate students whose research has been disrupted by COVID-19 be given extensions on the
time limits for dissertation defenses?

Student Employment
1. What are the procedures and guidelines that apply to the following situations of graduate assistants: a)
can they be employed while they are out of state/country; b) if they cannot enter the country; c) if there
is a hiring freeze on new Teaching Assistants, Resident Assistants, Graduate Assistants, or Post-Docs?
2. How might the university/college revise employment plans for student employees, especially students
with federal work-study or on-campus jobs as part of their financial aid package, given that students rely
on this money for food, etc.?
3. Can paid sick days be integrated into student payment so that student staff don't come to work sick (as
they usually have to in order to be paid for that day)?

Calendars / Schedules / Registrar / Enrollment Management
1. Will changes to the academic calendar affect financial aid regulations?
2. How will alterations to students' class schedules impact their mental health and wellbeing? Can we help
them make the necessary adjustments?
3. Weekend classes:
a. How do alternative schedules (e.g., evening classes, Saturday classes) impact faculty and staff
expectations and personal wellbeing?
b. Will classes need to operate remotely for 50% of students every other week, because of classroom
density requirements?
•
c.

This might necessitate scheduling courses into the evenings and weekends to allow sufficient
classroom time.

If our school starts teaching on weekends, will it be necessary to adjust others’ schedules so that
support services, or other offices that are typically only open Monday through Friday, will also be
open on weekends?

d. What are the ramifications of shifting a significant portion of classes from Fall 2020 to Spring 2021
(e.g., not enough classroom space in the spring, continued use of hybrid/online modes, continued
use of non-traditional class scheduling (evening, weekends)? How will this impact student credit
loads in the fall vs. spring semesters?
4. How will major changes to the class schedule impact students who have already enrolled?
5. How will canceling classes impact students’ ability to remain full-time?
a. At what point will a decision be made to allow students enough time to rework their class schedule,
if needed?
b. What will advising look like if major changes are made to the fall class schedule and students find
themselves needing to find new electives?
6. Should re-enrollment be prioritized (Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores, First-Year), or free-for-all?
7. If major changes in available classes occur, how quickly can we adjust? Do we need to do a second
round of advising if this happens?
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8. Will more time for travel between classes need to be allotted to account for social distancing and
elevators having fewer riders (perhaps this is accomplished by having all faculty start teaching 10
minutes after the scheduled start time)?
9. Will we need to adjust term calendars and have compressed schedules in residence (possibly an 8week schedule, August to October)?
10. Can we optimize class time by changing the structure of semesters to trimesters or quarters?
11. Will NYSED need to approve/accommodate changes in the calendar?
12. How will enrollment be impacted if employers reduce tuition support?
13. If students withdraw from the fall semester/academic year (without having a reserve of credits from AP
exams or other sources), what kind of ripple effects might that have on class sizes when those students
return to campus (either in the spring or in the following year)?

Technology
1. Will it be necessary when classes start again, especially online courses, to review minimum specs and
consider mandatory student laptops to ensure students have access to adequate technology, and to
reduce demand on shared computer lab facilities?
2. How will technological gaps faced by students (lack of broadband, devices, suitable work environment,
etc.) be assessed and addressed?
3. Does the campus have enough bandwidth/infrastructure to accommodate future usage?
4. How can institutions establish shared experience and best practices so that technological insights can
benefit constituents (particularly faculty as they plan and administer their courses)?
5. Given that remote tech-support can sometimes be less efficient than in-person tech support, how can
technology that's optimized for the desired application be identified, prioritized, procured and/or
disseminated (i.e., making sure that classes are using what's appropriate and reliable vs. the first piece
of technology identified for this role)?
6. Can an instructor who is remote fully control the technology in a classroom if the students gather on
campus for class?
7. What fraction of learning spaces are equipped with technology to allow remote students to participate in
class discussions?
8. Do students who may need to self-quarantine/self-isolate in Fall 2020 have additional IT needs beyond
those initially assessed and supported in the institution’s Spring 2020 response to COVID-19?
9. Do all colleges have all classroom technology ready, with little or no lack of availability of IT equipment,
either now or on delivery?

Libraries / Resource Centers
1. Tangible Items
a. Circulation of tangible material (e.g., books, DVDs, cords):
•

If disinfecting/cleaning is required, who sets standards and correct procedures? What is our
liability if we do it wrong? What ensures that the cleaners don't put staff at risk?

•

How might loan procedures be revised based on concerns of intermittent closings and reopenings (e.g. considering removing fines from all institution-owned materials, updating due
dates for all institution-owned materials, all materials have unlimited renewal)?

•

Might there be a possibility of nationwide/regional return so that students can return materials to
a wider number of college libraries?
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b. Will Interlibrary Loan items be quarantined?
c.

Are there necessary health monitoring standards or guidelines? Same for record-keeping for health
monitoring?

d. Will there be changes in access to library collections?
e. Will there be changes in access to the business center (printer, copier, and supplies)?
•
f.

For example, working with faculty to allow students to submit all papers electronically so student
printing (and its long lines and high touch centers) is not needed?

How will donations to the library, archives, or art collection be handled?

g. How will mail be handled? Is there any way to decrease junk mail and set all bills to be online only?
h. Will the availability of office supplies, such as pens, at circulation desks and business centers
remain the same?
i.

Will it be necessary to clean artwork (e.g., pedestals, paintings in the hallway)?

j.

Are there theft concerns with artwork while campus is “closed” or operated differently? Is a
walkthrough inventory of art possible?

k.

If classes are scheduled to include evenings and weekends, how will distribution of needed
classroom materials be handled?

2. Circulation desk
a. Should plexiglass be installed at circulation desks, as has been done at local businesses?
3. Library engagements with the public
a. How do library staff engage with clientele (e.g., getting materials, reference consultations, archives
consultations, circulation interactions, Interlibrary Loan, helping people with tech)?
b. Should libraries consider a different set of protocols/procedures for members of the public vs.
members of the institution (e.g., temperature checks for members of the public, because the
institution policy is that all members take their temperatures every day before leaving their
residences)? In this event, what measures are colleges putting into place to ensure there are
sufficient health care or public safety staff to run temperature checks for visitors and help maintain a
limited number of people in the space for social distancing
c.

How do we handle archive requests to view physical items or classes using the collection
(especially when the research room is very small)?

d. How do librarians offer library instruction?
e. With expanded class scheduling, is it necessary to change library staffing levels and working hours?
Do we have enough library staff and/or student employees to handle more hours of operation?
4. Staff to staff engagements:
a. How can we limit physical interaction among library staff?
b. How do we work with and train our student employees?
c.

How do we manage hands-on, shared projects?

5. Physical library:
a. How do we accommodate physical distancing?
•

Can we keep all combined stacks/study areas closed for staff-only use, so that stacks remain
safe for staff to pull and scan materials for use?

•

How do we handle in-person library programming and workshops?

•

When the libraries are closed and staff is not present, how will physical distancing be enforced?
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b. What range of services are colleges putting into place without opening physical spaces to the
public, students, and anyone not on staff (e.g., utilizing a self-checkout app and pulling materials in
advance for students and faculty to pick up for a no-staff "touchless” checkout; investigating a return
to scanning resources for course reserves and individual request [pending the support of General
Counsel]; creating a returns bin that allows quarantining of materials for safe checking in and
reshelving)?
6. Other questions:
a. Will the university supply PPE gear for employees and students?
b. Will the university supply common signage for the facility?
c.

How will we manage library search committees and hiring?

7. Digital collections & resources:
a. What partnerships are colleges creating to enable faculty and libraries to provide an increased
number and greater accessibility of Course Reserve materials to students digitally (e.g., licensing
review and e-resource purchasing where unlimited-user educational licenses are available; where
they are not available, partnership with General Counsel for copyright approval and library staff
scanning of print materials)?
b. What consortial partnerships are college libraries creating across their region with digital resource
providers who have not historically made materials available for educational licensing (e.g., Netflix
for films that libraries cannot purchase)?
c.

What hosting platforms are colleges using for digital materials that libraries can only purchase as
files, not hosted by the distributor, and how is this scalable for small colleges?

8. Course Reserves:
a. What kind of low-investment resources are available for collections that want to digitize their
holdings for remote research (e.g., upon partial return with closed stacks, could library staff scan
materials for sharing and delivery)?
b. How might faculty be encouraged to work with Course Reserves librarians to select course
materials that can be licensed for library purchase as e-resources, or that can be scanned and
uploaded to Course Reserves?
c.

What legal support is there for temporarily loosening copyrights to allow scanning of materials for
course use when the print material is not available as an e-resource (often the case for expensive
textbooks)? (This is particularly important since even if libraries fully reopen, high-touch Course
Reserves may be unsafe, and continued use of e-resources and additional scanning services from
the Library is preferable.)

Retail / Bookstore
1. Is enforcing social distancing in the store a higher priority than minimizing customer contact with items?
2. How can stores take pre-orders and create contactless pick-ups on a large-scale?
3. Are there other distribution networks that stores could efficiently participate in to help deliver books?
4. What kind of incentives can be created for shopping during extended hours (e.g., free $10 gift card for
orders picked up between 7:00-9:00 AM)?
5. What open-source materials might be available for students who are unable to purchase books due to
financial hardship?
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Accessibility
1. Have social distancing redesigned room layouts taken into consideration physical accessibility?
2. Has the institution provided accommodations based on hybrid classrooms?
3. Do all syllabi contain language regarding accessibility accommodations?
a. How do we provide instructors with information about what accessibility accommodations are
needed or should be considered?
4. Do the university, college, department websites, and learning platforms have closed
captions/descriptions for all videos and images?
5. Does the course format provide equitable access to instructors, materials, office hours, group projects,
etc. for students with disabilities?
6. How will students with pre-existing conditions be accommodated in the academic, dining, and
residential facilities?
7. How will meetings with prospective students/families, current students/families, and instructors be held?
8. Does the institution's intake procedure take into account in-person and online platforms?
9. How will the institution communicate with students to determine if their impairment is impacted by the
adjusted learning environment?
10. How will medical documentation be shared with the institution?
11. How will instructors be notified about student academic accommodations?
12. Are there closed captions/descriptions and recordings for all remote lectures, videos, and images,
including synchronous and asynchronous learning?
13. What alternate formats are possible for students with impairments related to too much screen time, if
remote lectures are a significant portion of required courses?
14. Are course materials readable by assistive technology?
15. Are course instructors willing and able to provide required accommodations?
16. Do redesigned exam schedules take into account accommodation needs?
17. How will students with testing accommodations take their exams?
a. How will exams be delivered to the testing center and returned to instructors?
b. Will students and proctors be screened for COVID-19 upon entrance?
c.

Does the testing room have adequate space for social distancing?
•

Where will testing occur if there is not adequate space?

18. Are there enough proctors for additional locations?
19. If no other space is available, is the institution prepared to adjust day/time schedules to adhere to social
distancing requirements?
a. Are there alternatives to face-to-face exam proctoring?
b. How, how often, and by who will high touch items like desks, chairs, supplies, and doors, be
cleaned?
20. How might new categories of accessibility be created/codified (e.g., people with underlying health
conditions that make them particularly vulnerable to COVID)?
21. What kinds of new accommodations will need to be created to support them (e.g., allowance for PPE;
releases from dining plan requirements to live in on-campus housing because they must avoid the
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dining hall)? What would the process look like for requesting said accommodations (for students,
faculty, and staff)?
22. How might "accessibility“ be broadened beyond a health/ physical/ADA-paradigm and encompass new
COVID-related needs created by economic factors?
23. What guidance needs to be provided to faculty regarding provision of disability accommodations to
students in an online environment vs. physical environment (or a hybrid of the two)? What guidance
needs to be provided to students with disabilities regarding how their accommodation plans may shift
based on their learning environment?
24. How is the university, college, or department carrying out institutional digital accessibility (e.g., course
accessibility, website accessibility) and is there a plan to address access gaps for individuals with
disabilities (e.g., allocating funds for closed-captioning, providing students with increased assistive
technology support, creating a workflow process for making published course/ website content
accessible, etc.)?

Accommodative / Accessibility Services
1. Has the institution provided accommodations based on hybrid classrooms?
2. Do all syllabi contain language regarding accessibility accommodations?
a. How do we provide instructors with information about what accessibility accommodations are
needed or should be considered?
3. Do the institution's website and learning platform have closed captions/descriptions for all videos and
images?
4. Do course formats provide equitable access to instructors, materials, office hours, group projects, etc.
for students with disabilities?
5. How will students with pre-existing conditions be accommodated in the academic, dining, and
residential facilities?
6. How will meetings with prospective students/families, current students/families, and instructors be held?
7. Does the institution's intake procedure take into account in-person and online platforms?
8. How will the institution communicate with students to determine if their impairment is impacted by the
adjusted learning environment?
9. How will medical documentation be shared with the institution?
10. How will instructors be notified about student academic accommodations?
11. Are there closed captions/descriptions and recordings for all remote lectures, videos, and images,
including synchronous and asynchronous learning?
12. Will exam schedules take into account accommodation needs?
13. How will students with testing accommodations take their exams?
a. How will exams be delivered to the testing center and returned to instructors?
b. Will students and proctors be screened for COVID-19 upon entrance?
c.

Does the testing room have adequate space for social distancing?

d. Where will testing occur if there is not sufficient space for social distancing in the testing room?
e. Are there enough proctors for additional locations?
f.

If no other space is available, is the institution prepared to adjust day/time schedules to adhere to
social distancing requirements?

g. Are there alternatives to face-to-face exam proctoring?
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14. How, how often, and by who will high touch items like desks, chairs, supplies and doors be cleaned?
15. What alternate formats are possible for students with impairments related to too much screen time, if
remote lectures are a significant portion of required courses?
16. Are course materials readable by assistive technology?
17. Are course instructors willing and able to provide the required accommodations?

International and Out-of-State Students
1. What if the student is not able to travel to campus due to restrictions?
2. Will international visitors to campus be allowed the coming academic year (will there be exceptions such
as COVID-19 research)?
3. Will international students be able to engage in distance learning? Can they maintain their ‘'residential’'
status while engaged in distance learning?
4. Can students outside the EST time zone engage in asynchronous learning, or will they be required to
learn at the same class time?
5. Do international or out-of-county/state students need to self-isolate upon arrival? Do all students selfisolate upon arrival?
a. What would self-isolation look like in shared dorm rooms and shared bathrooms? Even if students
have individual rooms, how would the university minimize/restrict social gatherings in residential
space?
6. Are there guidelines in place to support or plan for students to get to campus and leave campus when
needed?
7. What university services need to be available to international, graduate, and out-of-state students during
breaks?
8. If there are out-of-state commuter students (e.g. students who reside in a different state each night but
travel to campus for school), and the two states have different regulations, how might the university
manage these differences (if at all)?
9. Are campuses counseling new international graduate students on their options (e.g., online until Visa
processes restart; deferral)? Should F2F options be unavailable for Fall 2020?
10. Is there an emergency fund that can be used for financial support of graduate students that have
experienced travel restrictions due to COVID-19 (i.e., international students that can't return to their
home country)?
11. Will students be able to take a full course load online, with regard to Visa restrictions?

International Student Services
1. To accommodate students' religious and cultural diets, has food services arranged for Halal,
Vegetarian, Kosher, etc. categories of meals?
2. To accommodate potential travel restrictions for international students beyond their control, can oncampus residential facilities provide leniency with relationship to deadlines?
3. As the international economy is financially fragile, can student tuition deadlines be extended for
international students who demonstrate a good faith payment plan?
4. Is International Services equipped to provide regulatory guidance virtually?
5. To accommodate cultural and regulatory issues, have student support services been provided cultural
sensitivity training?
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6. Can classes be virtually offered for international students who are delayed in their arrival?
7. What university services will need to continue during breaks for international, out of state, etc. students?
8. How will the college deal with Teaching Assistants or Resident Assistants that may not arrive for fall?

Travel
1. Are policies in place that clarify the college/university's expectations regarding allowable travel under
COVID-19 conditions, including the prohibition of institutionally funded travel, as necessary and
appropriate?
2. What tracking exists for university travel (employee and student)?
3. What approval structure needs to be put in place if allowing travel?
4. What types of travel, if any, ought to be allowed?
5. Will faculty/staff be able to visit external stakeholders for university business?
6. For those who do travel, domestically or internationally, should a quarantine period be served? Can the
quarantine be served on campus (for students)?
a. If so, how will the quarantine period impact other duties, such as teaching, if a class was scheduled
to be face-to-face?
7. What visitors should be able to visit campus?
8. What are the protocols for suspending international programs or opportunities?
9. Are there guidelines for tracking and evaluating risk of student conferences?
10. Will the university still sanction travel for students given the increased costs (e.g., two versus four
students to a hotel room)?
11. Will arrangements for using third-party transportation services (i.e., charter bus) take into account social
distancing?
12. Is it anticipated that travel notices for countries might be re-issued by the CDC? If so, what policies will
need to be created to a) manage and assist any constituents who are in the country of concern and b)
manage any academic work that is related to these countries?
13. What kinds of prohibitions/regulations might other places have about inbound travel to particular states
and cities? What does it mean for incoming travelers (e.g., guest lecturers, new hires) if their home
country/state prohibits travel based on the status of the pandemic in that state?
14. How might ISOS (or other travel services providers) policies/coverage change for the new year based
on a) what has already happened and b) what is being forecasted?

Student Travel Restrictions
1. Will the college limit or closely monitor students’ off-campus travel if they live and learn on-campus?
a. Will students be required to report their off-campus travel?
2. Will students who return to campus from areas of concern be temporarily restricted in their movement
on campus until they are tested and confirmed not to have been exposed?
3. Will there be social distancing expectations relative to team travel (i.e., the maximum number of
students on a bus, the maximum number of students in a hotel room, etc.)?
4. Do we limit athletic or any student professional travel to certain geographic areas?
5. Will the university limit students travel on breaks?
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6. Will university residences remain open during break and holiday periods with encouragement for
students to stay on campus?

Recruiting
1. Recruiting Operations
a. Will visitors be allowed on campus?
•

If yes, will we be able to host Career Fairs or campus interviews in person?

•

If no, will the Career Center have a contingency plan to host a virtual fair in place of an inperson fair?

b. What kind of admissions-related flexibility should be codified for the class of 2025 applicants based
on the wide variety of high school experiences in Spring (and possibly Fall) 2020? When would
those need to be communicated to possible applicants, and therefore when would they need to be
decided?
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RESEARCH
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Return to Research Activities
1. Will there be a staged opening of research labs and if so, what would drive the different stages of
opening?
2. Will the physical location of your labs (whether in a remote location or central campus) influence how
the openings are prioritized?
3. Have you developed protocols that allow you to demonstrate social distancing in reopened research
facilities?
4. Have you established procedures to provide oversight for social distancing guidelines in these facilities?
5. What safety protocols do you have in place for lab personnel? Are there special rules you have in place
for vulnerable individuals – faculty, staff and students?
6. Have you developed a testing, tracking, tracing protocol for research personnel?
7. How often will testing be required for individuals in specific research spaces?
8. If your research involves working with live animals and/or living organisms, have you identified protocols
to bring these care facilities to full operation while maintaining distancing guidelines?
9. With reference to animal care facilities, have you established protocols for a transition to full operation. –
access, space and facilities upkeep.
10. Are there BSL facilities that require different protocols be enforced?
11. Do research personnel pursue field research that requires human interaction/travel? Have you
developed protocols to ensure maximal safety of research personnel and of participants in field study?
12. Have you considered protocols for collaborative research activities that involve interaction with external
visitors?
13. Do you have different protocols for research activities that do not require use of university facilities?
14. Does your checklist include cleaning and sanitizing schedules for all research workspaces?
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INFRASTRUCTURE
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Transportation
1. Commuting / parking lot protocols
2. Protocols for walking through campus – narrow corridors and potential compromising of social
distancing
3. Implications for campus shuttle/bus operations
a. Determine seating capacity on passenger shuttle buses w/ standard 6' social distancing & modified
reduced distancing plan (maybe stagger every other row?).
b. Is there a need to increase service to manage the volume of passengers?
c.

Are there policies in place to restrict the number of people riding in campus vehicles?

d. Are there standards or guidelines for public transportation that can be used in University shuttles,
e.g., one person per row? Should passengers enter and exit from the rear to protect the driver?
e. Can we prioritize destinations and reduce service to underutilized locations?
f.

Determine PPE for drivers and protective barriers for driving compartment

g. Determine PPE requirements for drivers and passengers. Who provides the PPE, campus or
individuals?
h. Install sanitizer dispensers in station shelters
i.

Are sanitizing procedures and standards in place for campus buses and vehicles areas in which
passengers board and disembark? Is there a protocol for before and after vehicle is in service?

j.

Determine frequency of cleaning of interior of shuttle bus seats and other surfaces. What products
are approved for use?

k.

Will specialty decontamination equipment (e.g., foggers, misters, etc) be available to purchase?

l.

Do any drivers fall under “Matilda’s Law” guidance intended to protect those 70 years or older?

m. Are there enforcement protocols in place for non-compliance of passengers?
n. Will shuttle service only be used for students and employees? What about visitors?
o. Should temperature checks be done for people prior to boarding a shuttle?
p. Should inside air circulation be restricted to only fresh air setting?
q. Provide disinfectant wipes at bus entrances and exits
r.

Restrict seating to create better social distancing. Increasing routes to provide the same coverage.

s.

Provide all fleet vehicles with disinfectant wipes

t.

What adjustments are required for inter-campus transport (to include either mail/packages, facilities
vehicles, athletics, etc.)? Will staff be allowed to share vehicles and what safety measures need to
be put into place?

4. Are we providing similar COVID-19 safety inspection as the MTA or NICE us systems in NYC/Long
Island?

Campus Law Enforcement / Public Safety
1. Will there be prescribed penalties for violation of social distancing
2. Are PPE provided by the institution or will students/staff/faculty be asked to provide their own? If the
institution provides them, will mass quantities be available for purchase/shipment?
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3. Have we assessed the current occupant capacity of each gathering space on campus such as
classrooms, lecture halls, office spaces to ensure compliance with guidelines to reduce by 25%, 50%
etc.
4. What are the campus law enforcement protocols for unique venues (art museum, ice complex) or
events (athletic, lectures, conferences) that attract members of the local community to campus?
5. Is it best to limit the number of entryways to campus to manage proposed testing or monitoring
measures, if they exist?
6. Can agreements with local hospitals be set to aid in testing and case management be pre-arranged?
7. Is there a procedure in place to monitor the number of individuals entering a building or an event?
8. Do current Public Safety facilities have the ability to function effectively for day-to-day operations while
maintaining appropriate social distancing?
9. Is the department employing all available hazard mitigation equipment in the appropriate ways?
10. Is the department leveraging technology in the appropriate ways to facilitate hazard mitigation, virtual
roll calls, training, mass gathering temperature monitoring, fostering customer service transactions
through interactions via remote operations and contactless technology?
11. What steps can we take to identify and limit common area touchpoints?
12. Is all campus space being utilized effectively and in compliance with recommended social distancing
principals?
13. Is PPE available and readily accessible to employees upon commencement of their shift, and is there a
means of discarding PPE upon conclusion of shift. Mask, glove disposal etc?
14. Do we have a plan to handle employees who are designated as “at higher risk” by CDC guidelines?
15. Although monitoring social distancing and social etiquette is everyone’s responsibility, should the
department assign specific personnel to monitor?
16. Would there be separate protocols between sworn and non-sworn departments?
17. Potential for tighter control of campus; i.e. less openness, fewer visitors allowed. Will new visitor
policies limit external visitation to campus locations? Residence halls, athletic facilities, assembly
spaces, theaters, etc.
18. Expectations of public safety officers or building access attendants to be defined, if they are different
than the norm
19. Possible revisions to guest policies in dorms
20. Public safety as a means to distribute masks or gloves?
21. Provide police vehicles with extra PPE to supply to others as needed at the site of an incident
22. Provide police vehicles with disinfecting wipes or hand sanitizer
23. Has a weekly COVID-19 project safety checklist been developed?
24. Has a reporting procedure for positive tests/potential exposure been developed?
25. How will facilities manage sanitation between shifts at posts? In locker rooms? Shared lockers?
26. How will new policies around campus access and distancing be communicated and enforced on
campus?
27. Will aided case protocols need to be modified for symptomatic individuals?
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Modifications to Campus Code of Conduct and Other Policies
1. Has the campus considered any alterations of the campus code of conduct in order to enforce social
distancing, quarantine, and isolation rules? Are there clear consequences for student choices?
2. Has the campus considered significant reductions in social gatherings and academic events, including
the elimination of all gatherings for an indefinite period?
3. Are state and local regulations being enforced by campuses?
4. Does the campus have procedures/guidelines/policies in place with transparent enforcement to address
individuals from both on and off-campus while on campus?
5. How will colleges communicate any updated policies and provide orientation and training to students?
6. Has the campus considered what it will require from visitors, as well as how those requirements will be
communicated and enforced?
7. Has the campus considered to what degree students, faculty, and staff are responsible for sanitizing
public areas that they occupy (e.g., classroom seats, tables at a cafe)

Construction / Renovation
1. What Governmental Agencies and Rules dictate what Work Rules we can establish to assure social
distancing during construction work?
2. Is there a policy to assess the health of contractors arriving on campus each day e.g. take temperature?
3. Are there facilities available for contractors to shower/change clothes before leaving campus in an effort
to avoid the transferal of the virus to their headquarters or home?
4. Does the General Contractor / Construction Manager (GC/CM) have a COVID-19 section within their
corporate safety plan?
a. Ensure plan includes the use of PPE, sanitizing procedures, social distancing rules including laborer
counts within a defined work space (number of persons / sq. footage), and special work procedures
for tasks requiring crews of two or more persons.
5. Does the GC/CM utilize a daily sign-in sheet/log to verify each laborer is symptom free with respect to
COVID-19?
6. How will GC or project management team monitor contractors and vendors?
7. Are temperature checkpoints being utilized prior to anyone entering job site?
8. What are the cleaning requirements for areas accessed by vendors?
9. What steps will be taken to provide additional handwashing facilities or extra sanitizer at portojohns?
10. Are the ratio of hand-washing and disinfecting stations adequate to the number of laborers expected on
the jobsite?
11. Can all project meetings be held virtually (vs. inside construction trailers)?
12. Can temperatures of construction workers be taken thermally when entering the work areas? If so, can
employees with high temperature readings be sent home?
13. Do local agencies, such as the department of buildings (DOB) and the Fire Marshalls office, require
additional documentation and procedures prior to visiting jobsite for scheduled inspections?
14. Besides site safety fencing, are points of entry and exit clearly identified with respect to location in the
vicinity of public walking pathways?
15. If walking pathways are somewhat common, can unidirectional patterns w/ signage be implemented to
reduce crossover between contractors and the public at large?
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16. Under what conditions can projects proceed from a regulatory perspective?
17. What site safety conditions need to be introduced that did not previously exist?
18. Has the campus developed a process for virtual inspections and virtual walkthroughs for capital
projects?
19. Provide independent contractors with guidance on COVID-19 safety practices on job sites, including
notification protocols.
20. Have the general contractor and subcontractors take responsibility for implementation and monitoring of
site safety plans.
21. Make sure construction workers are appropriately separated from the campus community.
22. Provide consultants with guidance on COVID safety practices when attending meetings, including
notification protocols.
23. Will sufficient PPE and specialty equipment be available to contractors?
24. Has the funding entity completed an analysis to determine funds will be available to pay for continuing
the capital project?
25. Has a weekly COVID-19 Project Safety Checklist been developed?
26. Has a Reporting (test positive, potential exposure) procedure been developed?

Facilities Management / Maintenance
1. Is there a guideline and corresponding process to determine and restrict the number of people entering
an elevator?
2. Has a staffing plan been established in each department to ensure compliance with governmental
restrictions e.g. only 50% of staff may be present at one time.
3. Consider the creation of an internal database whereby each department takes the temperature of its
employees and enters it daily.
4. Stagger start and end times for classes to reduce corridor traffic
5. If schedules can’t be adjusted then ask Faculty to self-police dismissal to achieve same outcome.
6. Create a public awareness campaign around proper social distancing guidelines.
7. Use creative markers such as college logos on floors and walls to show what six-feet social distance
looks like.
8. What guidelines will be put in place for building systems such as HVAC?
a. Increased outside air
b. More frequent filter changes and preventative maintenance
c.

Use of UV treatment in systems?

d. In areas of building with low use, water systems need to be flushed to prevent dissipation of chlorine
and resultant bio film accumulation and growth of legionella. In addition, running water primes the
trap which prevents sewer gas from building up in the space
9. Establish a resource for guidelines beyond CDC recommendations for PPE for maintenance personnel
10. Managing of spaces where social distancing cannot be maintained by using temporary partitions.
11. Focus on increasing utilization of space (use, not density) in order to spread out more
12. Establish rules for tight spaces such as elevators
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13. For buildings, arrange points of egress to enable social distancing. Designate doors as “in” and “out”
and assign students to specific “in” doors (where there will be lines due to temperature
checks/administrating of tests)
14. Establish designated exits and entrances to reduce the number of people at any point of egress
15. Set maximum numbers of people allowed on an academic building floor at one time – so no more than
an appropriate number of classes are scheduled on the same floor at one time
16. Socially distanced seating in classes with over 10 people. Consider social distancing and use in class
seating at least 6 feet apart; to deal with space constraints, have students alternate attendance by zoom
or in person on a weekly basis.
17. Provision of sanitizers in all buildings and dorm facilities
18. Are plexiglass partitions needed at service counters and public facing facilities? In fleet vehicles? Other
locations on campus?
19. How to prevent common area gatherings?
20. Whether to include double occupancy dormitories?
21. How to safely store hand sanitizer?
22. Will buildings and rooms be more locked down than previously?
23. Are more frequent filter changes required?
24. In areas of building with low use, water systems need to be flushed to prevent dissipation of chlorine
and resultant bio film accumulation and growth of legionella. In addition, running water primes the trap
which prevents sewer gas from building up in the space.
25. Identify meal ordering and delivery process for students in isolation.
26. Provide instruction for use of shop equipment and proper cleaning
27. Minimize the use of shared equipment. Include disinfectant wipes for wipe down when sharing is
necessary.
28. Consider staggered work hours to reduce density in maintenance shops.
29. Consider training maintenance staff to be able to respond to questions from the public in a professional
manner.
30. Limit maintenance crews to one person per truck.
31. Supply all trucks with disinfectant wipes.
32. Stagger maintenance staff lunch and break periods to reduce density in lunchroom.
33. Stagger maintenance start and end times to reduce density around time clocks.
34. Regularly wipe down or spray door handles.
35. Provide supervisors with training on proper protocols and make sure they brief/remind employees at
least daily.
36. Work with unions to address potential out of title work complaints before they become a major problem.
(i.e. many maintenance staff don’t consider cleaning part of their duties.)
37. Are HEPA filters being used? Should they be used?
38. Should more frequent air changes per hour be considered?
39. Elimination of multiple occupancy dorm rooms and bunked beds?
40. Should universities consider Ultraviolet Light type sanitation in Air Handlers that service high occupancy
spaces?
41. New guidelines for changing air filters, masks and gloves for maintenance workers
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42. Should Building Air Changes be re-evaluated to provide more outside air into buildings?
43. Hand Dryers in Bathrooms: Consider the pros and cons to removing hand dryers in all bathrooms.
Determine the types of units that are in place. These hand dryers, although preferred by some for
environmental reasons, cause more spread of germs. Are there alternatives that can be used or should
these be removed? Implement slowly by taking them out of service but not removing the unit. Will need
more paper towel supplies and more trash cans along with increased cleaning frequency.
44. What are hospitals and others doing to manage water fountains and refillable stations?
45. Are there any legal mechanisms to enforce compliance with internal building circulation patterns?
46. Will there be a guideline for social distancing in dorms, such as number of student per sq ft or distance
between beds?
47. What monitoring equipment is needed at entry points? Which department coordinates this?
48. Can a Facility dictate dedicated entrance and exit points, to separate pedestrian cross traffic, except in
emergency conditions when Fire Code Exit requirements must prevail?

Mail Service
1. Establish a departmental drop-box for mail receipt to reduce personal interaction.
2. Establish a pick-up schedule for mail at a centralized location to reduce personal interaction.
3. Can Mail Services vehicles have more than one occupant and remain in compliance with social
distancing requirements?
4. Is there a robust procurement system in place to ensure all mailroom employees will have a consistent
supply of face mask/covering and latex gloves and for all vehicles and for each workstation to be
supplied with hand sanitizer dispenser and antibacterial wipes?
5. Need for sanitizing packages or mail? Is there a clear training protocol in place for all mail services
employees to understand the process to clean/sanitize all mail containers prior to use?
6. Will hand sanitizer dispensers be installed at all building entrances and exits to aid in safer conditions
for mail services team?
7. Can mail services stagger mail services employee start times to avoid social distancing
encroachments?
8. Can we provide each mail services employee with their own office supplies, pens, tape guns,
envelopes, trays and containers?
9. Is there an effective, thoughtful housekeeping plan in place to clean mail services department more than
once a day?
10. Will an industrial sprayer be required to maintain germ free rolling equipment and hand trucks and other
mailing machines and equipment?
11. Are there sufficient mailboxes to serve students with individual access? If not, are cleaning protocols in
place?
12. Provide mail delivery personnel with PPE for mail delivery rounds
13. How to run mail services with less personal contact
14. University mail is currently sorted and delivered to desktops. What alternate models can be introduced?
During closure department representatives retrieved mail from the mailroom, is this the new norm?
15. Will USPS guidelines shift – currently state survival of virus unlikely on packaging and mail?

Deliveries
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1. Provide delivery vehicles with disinfecting wipes or hand sanitizer
2. Provide delivery personnel with PPE for making deliveries
3. Develop protocols for loading dock deliveries
4. Is there appropriate signage to direct delivery companies (e.g. Fed-Ex) where packages may be left for
receipt by university personnel?
5. Establish a schedule for campus personnel to pick up deliveries from a centralized drop-box location.
6. How do we safely deliver packages to our staff/faculty? Currently have desktop delivery, should we
designate a specific space in each department, for self-retrieval.
7. PPE equipment, masks and gloves are now requirements of mail service personnel for protection, this
should become a mandate.
8. Expectation that packaging will increase as people opt for delivery vs. shopping or pick-up in-store. Mail
is labor intensive. Could this impact delivery schedules/timing?
9. Can packages remain untouched in a safe room for two days (or period of time) upon arrival?
10. Vendor (office supply and shipping) site entry and PPE requirements?
11. Should deliveries be centralized and no desktop/satellite drop-offs?

Hotels and Other Auxiliary Services
1. Consider local hotels as an option for temporary quarantine for both residents and commuter students
who demonstrate symptoms
2. Work with the management to assure consistency in auxiliary service protocols and campus protocols
3. Should Fitness Centers have excess equipment removed for distancing protocols?
4. How to maintain a safe environment in Child Care centers?
5. Has the hotel management met with University safety staff to review fire safety plans, security protocols,
access concerns, egress routes?
6. If students are displaced to a hotel, how will meals be provided? If they are in quarantine?
7. Has Clery Compliance Office/Title IX Coordinator become aware of the use of the space to include in
Clery geography and crime reporting statistics?
8. If students are using hotel rooms (for extended residential purposes), at what point are/would fire drills
be required?
9. What are the cleaning protocols for common areas? Elevators, fitness rooms, etc.?
10. If a ballroom or conference area is rented for use as larger classroom space that may better
accommodate social distancing, how would the space be managed and cleaned?
11. Would security and transportation be provided by the hotel?
12. Determine protocols for sporting arenas, theaters, and large capacity audience facilities.

Cleaning (includes sections from Academics and Student Life)
1. Has medical-grade cleaning been implemented?
2. Is there a sufficient supply of sanitizing supplies?
3. Will the college provide hand sanitizing stations at each entrance of administrative and academic
buildings?
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4. Will the college ensure high-touch surfaces (e.g. doorknobs, crash bars, faucets) are cleaned at least
twice daily during days when class is in session?
5. Will the college’s facilities department be trained to sanitize rooms and areas in which a student, staff, or
faculty member being tested for COVID-19 previously occupied, using cleaning products certified to kill
coronavirus germs?
6. Do college facilities personnel have appropriate training in disinfectant product best practices, including
dwell times and familiarity with various types of areas and surfaces?
7. What should the frequency of sanitizing be?
8. What will cleaning in Residence Halls be like?
9. What will cleaning in classrooms, cafe’s, common lounges, library’s, etc., be like?
10. Approach cleaning as a “whole community” effort. Not just professional staff.
11. Should we limit or ban eating in classrooms?
12. Should the college build/bring in portable water fountains to increase handwashing?
13. Stagger class schedules to allow time for cleaning between classes and to reduce the density of
students moving between classes
14. Revised cleaning schedules, protocols, and procedures for all buildings and use of HOCL
(Hypochlorous acid)-based cleaning products
15. Consider using atomizers to disburse non-toxic disinfectants
16. Consider providing FDA-approved, HOCL-based products that are safe for consumption in HVAC
systems, atomizers, and/or in nebulizers administered to students, faculty and staff
17. Can HVAC systems be set to more fresh air? Or additional air changes/hr?
18. Can HVAC systems have more efficient filter systems installed?
19. Designate restroom cleaning to be several times a day for basic touch points
20. Add custodial staff to handle the increased cleaning and to cover extended hours for necessary
cleaning
21. How will computer labs, lecture podiums, desks, and other shared equipment be cleaned between
uses?
22. Are the common areas and workspaces furnished with surfaces that are easily cleaned and disinfected?
At what intervals should cleaning and disinfecting occur?
23. Consider morale boosters needed for front line custodial staff who will have greatly increased workload
and are the lowest paid employees on the campus including reminding other campus community
members to be compassionate and empathetic.
24. Fogging/electrostatic disinfectant machines are difficult to find. Consider aggregated purchase for
several institutions to attract vendors to large single purchase.
25. Provide Pandemic Cleaning Protocols in a chart form and in multiple languages.
26. Review the health effects of atomizers, foggers, on people with respiratory sensitivities
27. Approach cleaning as a “whole community” effort. Not just professional staff. Ask students/staff to wipe
down areas after use
28. Consider a schedule that requires cleaning rooms between classes.
29. Use of a public notice such a door-knob hanger to verify that a room has been disinfected, and then
removed upon use of the room.
30. Establish a procedure to cover sensitive equipment (computers, white boards) if electrostatic spray
foggers are used for disinfection.
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31. Is there a procedure to close an area completely during cleaning?
32. Establish a process for training faculty and staff to clean and disinfect their work spaces, and provide
cleaning supplies.
33. Should special cleaning equipment be purchased now?
34. Recommendations on type of specialty equipment and agents is needed
35. How will fitness center cleaning activities change? Will fitness centers be available to students, faculty,
and staff (no longer open to community)?
36. How will athletics facilities (training rooms, visiting team facilities, locker rooms, etc) be cleaned?
37. What are the requirements/protocols for cleaning based on contact tracing?
38. Has a regular schedule been established for frequent sanitization of all instructional spaces?
a. Who will do this? Does it remain just in custodial services, or will we ask faculty, staff, students, etc.
to assist as well?
b. If additional people are asked to assist with cleaning, what does training deployment on how to
clean, safety of chemicals being used, etc. look like?
c.

How frequently are different touch points cleaned?

39. Do we delegate certain tasks (such as office garbage) to office owners to provide custodians more time
for cleaning?
40. Do we reduce the number of garbage cans in classrooms and implement a carry in/carry out system to
provide custodians more time for cleaning?
41. Do we look at switching to motion sensor/touch free soap dispensers, paper towel dispensers, hand
dryers, sink activation, light activation to reduce commonly touched surfaces?
42. Do we employ the latest technologies (i.e. Clorox 360 misters) to improve disinfection coverage while
conserving manpower?
43. How might institutions consider codifying the acceptable level of cleanliness?
44. How might individual spaces (e.g. private offices where students go for office hours) have different
policies and procedures than more public spaces (e.g. study carrels in the library)
45. Should students be asked to wipe down their seats / areas before sitting for a class (cutting down on
turnaround time for classrooms that are booked back-to-back)?
46. How will computer labs be cleaned? Keyboards?
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To Students (and Parents)
1. Have you considered the following communications for students and families?
a. Campuses should communicate to students how to prevent the spread of the virus and
when/where/how to seek medical attention if necessary.
b. Campuses should communicate to students when/how long to stay home from class/other activities
if they are sick. This should include details on how this will affect grading policies.
c.

Campuses should communicate to students what they should do if exposure is suspected and what
will happen if a student tests positive. This should include details about isolation and when they can
return to campus/class/activities. This should also include details about procedures if a student’s
close contact tests positive.

d. Campuses should communicate to students how student health will be monitored.
e. Campuses should communicate to students what to do if they suspect someone else may be sick.
f.

Campuses should communicate to students when and how they will be permitted to return to
campus for the fall semester, including any new procedures, updates to timing, etc.

g. Campuses should communicate to students what will happen if there is a case or an outbreak on
campus.
h. Campuses should communicate to students how a campus closure will be handled, including what
the criteria for deciding to close campus will be.
i.

Campuses should communicate to students what additional measures students in vulnerable
populations should take and/or what additional options they have (remote learning, for example).

j.

Campuses should communicate to students what the new social distancing/PPE protocols on
campus are and how a failure to follow these protocols will be handled.

k.

Campuses should communicate to students how holidays/breaks will be handled.

l.

Campuses should communicate to students any impact virtual learning will have on grading (ie. will
virtual classes be pass/fail?) and on any other academic requirements (ie. lab requirements or field
training).

m. Campuses should communicate to students how dorms/classrooms/common areas will be
cleaned/disinfected and what is the responsibility of student vs. institution? (ie. will dorm rooms be
sanitized regularly?).
n. Campuses should communicate to students which visitors to campus are allowed and under what
conditions.

To Faculty / Staff
1. Have you considered the following communications for faculty and staff?
a. Campuses should communicate to employees how to prevent the spread of the virus and
when/where/how to seek medical attention if necessary.
b. Campuses should communicate to employees when/how long to stay home from work if they are
sick. This should include details on how this will affect sick time allowance.
c.

Campuses should communicate to employees what they should do if exposure is suspected and
what will happen if an employee tests positive. This should include details about isolation and when
they can return to work. This should also include details about procedures if an employee’s close
contact tests positive.

d. Campuses should communicate to employees how employee health will be monitored.
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e. Campuses should communicate to employees what to do if they suspect someone else may be
sick.
f.

Campuses should communicate to employees when and how they will be permitted to return to
work, including any new procedures, updates to timing, etc. This should include details on who is
permitted to work from home and under what circumstances.

g. Campuses should communicate to employees what will happen if there is a case or an outbreak on
campus.
h. Campuses should communicate to employees how a campus closure will be handled, including
what the criteria for deciding to close campus will be.
i.

Campuses should communicate to employees what additional measures employees in vulnerable
populations should take and/or what additional options they have (work from home, for example).

j.

Campuses should communicate to employees what the new social distancing/PPE protocols on
campus are and how a failure to follow these protocols will be handled.

k.

Campuses should communicate to employees how holidays/breaks will be handled.

l.

Campuses should communicate to employees how work spaces/classrooms/common areas will be
cleaned/disinfected and what is the responsibility of employees vs. institution? (ie. will offices be
sanitized regularly?).

m. Campuses should communicate to employees which visitors to campus are allowed and under what
conditions.
n. Campuses should communicate to employees whether there are any travel restrictions in place.
o. Campuses should communicate to employees what their options are if their child’s school/daycare
closes but campus is still open (ie. work from home).

To Community / Government Leaders
1. Have you considered the following communications for community and government leaders?
a. Campuses should communicate to community/government leaders their timeline for phased return
to campus.
b. Campuses should communicate to community/government leaders their plan for handling a case or
an outbreak.
c.

Campuses should communicate to community/government leaders under what conditions campus
will close or partially close.

d. Campuses should communicate to community/government leaders their plans for testing and
contact tracing and how they will work in concert with county public health officials.
e. Campuses should communicate to community/government leaders who will be informed of positive
cases on campus and what the timeline is for informing officials. This should include details of what
information specifically will be shared (affected person’s name, for example?).
f.

Campuses should ensure their plans also include guidance/requirements for new signage around
campus, particularly in common areas like dining halls, gyms, classrooms, labs, etc.
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Please note that this is a general checklist of items institutions can consider for planning purposes and does not
constitute legal advice or medical guidance. Nothing herein creates an attorney-client relationship, nor is this
document intended to define or create legal obligations for institutions. Citations to guidance documents and legal
authorities are provided for reference only, and institutions are urged to consider if and how those authorities apply
to their individual circumstances.

Vulnerable Populations (Students, Faculty, Staff)
1. Have you identified your vulnerable populations? And who is tasked with assisting and reaching out?
2. Is the college offering students with special health vulnerabilities alternative living and learning
arrangements so that their health and academic progress are not put in jeopardy (e.g. remote learning
options, private living accommodations)?
3. What does this look like for vulnerable populations that have required hands-on classes (ex. Chemistry
lab)?
4. Can we consider an approach where at-risk and/or concerned faculty can teach from a remote location
while a class is gathered in a classroom, perhaps with a TA facilitator? (assumes in-person model)
5. What is our back-up plan if a faculty member gets sick?
6. What provisions can be made for students from low-income families to persist to graduation?
7. How can we help “level the playing field” for systematic and structural inequalities for students, staff, and
faculty?
8. How might “vulnerable” be expanded to reflect COVID-related/-specific changes (e.g. students who
aren’t on financial aid but whose parents have since lost their jobs)?
9. How might the institution change how it tracks vulnerable populations / individuals so that there is better
inclusivity / representation of those needs?
10. What kind of infrastructure might the institution build to better connect those vulnerable populations with
resources (city, state, non-profit) meant for people with those needs?
1. Underrepresented groups
a. Has the college implemented proactive educational campaigns that seek to inform the campus
about and lessen the possibility of racially motivated or insensitive demonstrations against COVID19 interruptions?
b. Has the college prepared supportive academic, financial, and social measures for low
socioeconomic status students whose education may be interrupted or impeded by remote
learning?
2. International students
a. Has the college prepared alternative housing accommodations for international students who may
be unable to travel home due to travel restrictions?
b. Does the college have staff and faculty members tasked with providing ongoing support to
international students whose home countries may have ongoing COVID-19 outbreaks?
3. Students with mental/emotional needs
a. In addition to Counseling Center preparations, has the college provided staff and faculty with
training on recognizing and resourcing students in distress due to impacts from COVID-19?

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
1. How are you incorporating your D&I Administrator into your COVID-19 planning?
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2. How are you adjusting for recruiting and retention of underrepresented/underserved populations?
3. How are you handling/addressing bias incidents?
4. How are you addressing equity issues among different populations, e.g. staff, faculty [male/female],
LGBTQ, etc.? And evaluating disparate impact?
5. How are you supporting students in unsupportive households?
6. How are you dealing with food and housing insecurity?
7. Have you created emergency relief funds?
8. Are you increasing contact with students who may sit out a semester or delay start dates?
9. How are you keeping underrepresented cohort programs functioning?
10. How are you offering co-curricular and online programming around DEI issues and cultural
celebrations?
11. Have you set up a central way to view important religious holidays? And make others aware of the
need for religious accommodations?
12. How are you addressing the financial crisis for students?

Sick and Other Leave Issues
1. Have you considered how existing leave policies interact with new obligations under new federal and
New York State laws?
a. Federal and New York State laws have added special provisions relating to paid and unpaid leave
for employees affected by the pandemic. This may include the employee’s own illness, a family
member’s illness, or effects from school closings for dependent children.
b. Update employee handbooks and policies accordingly.

Governance
1. Fiduciary Duties of Care and Loyalty
In general, the standard of care that a board member is expected to exercise is that which an ordinarily
prudent person would exercise in a similar situation. In general, the duty of loyalty requires that board
members act in good faith and in the best interests of the organization rather than themselves.
a. Duty of Care Considerations:
•

How are trustees being kept up to date on important issues facing the institution and its restart
plan?

•

Does the Board have a centralized system for providing financial information, committee
reports, reports from expert advisors to all trustees?

•

Would the Board (or committee) benefit from the advice of an expert on certain issues being
considered regarding the restart (e.g., investment advisors, outside legal counsel, marketing
etc.)?

b. Duty of Loyalty:
•

Does the Board have a Conflict of Interest Policy and a Whistleblower Policy?

•

Have all trustees completed their annual disclosure statement?

•

Who reviews such disclosures?
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•

Is the appropriate board committee reviewing all potential conflict issues?

•

What other policies might apply to officers and employees? For example, a gift policy, ethics
policy, nepotism policy.

•

What committee/office is responsible for enforcing compliance with those policies?

2. Board Meetings
a. Holding Board Meetings by Video or Telephone Conference.
•

Have you reviewed the by-laws of the Board of Trustees to determine whether they prohibit
trustees and/or committee members from participating in board or committee meetings via
telephone or videoconference?

•

Section 708(c) of the NY Not-for-Profit Corporation Law permits participation in a board or
committee meeting via telephone or videoconferencing as long as all participants can hear and
participate in the proceedings, unless the by-laws prohibit such participation.

•

Confirm that virtual participation by a trustee counts towards a quorum and that there is nothing
in the by-laws that would prohibit a trustee from voting via telephone or video conference.

b. Frequency of Meetings
•

c.

Have the Board of Trustees considered whether the frequency of regular board meetings should
be increased, or whether special board meetings should be scheduled in order to keep trustees
informed and allow for real time decision-making during planning for the institution’s restart?

Notice
•

Have you reviewed the Board’s by-laws regarding notice requirements?

•

Do the by-laws permit notice to be sent electronically?

•

Do the by-laws have a provision that permits a shortened notice period for meetings in an
emergency?

•

Who is permitted to call a meeting of the Board?

d. Voting
•

Have you reviewed the Board’s by-laws to determine whether certain decisions of the Board
require a supermajority vote? For example, sale of assets, incurrence of debt, strategic
partnerships or reorganizations, addition or removal of degree programs, amendments to the
by-laws or charter.

•

Board action may be taken by a vote at a meeting held remotely (via telephone or video
conference).

•

Trustees may not vote electronically without meeting and may not vote by proxy.

•

If a meeting is not held (either in-person or by telephone or video conferencing), then any action
to be taken by the Board requires the unanimous written vote of all trustees which may be
obtained electronically.

e. Elections
•

Have you reviewed the Board’s by-laws to determine when the annual meeting of the Board of
Trustees is held to elect new directors?

•

What percentage of the Board is being replaced?

•

Consider whether outgoing board members should continue to serve in an advisory or official
capacity during the duration of the crisis in order to preserve institutional memory.

•

Consider how new board members will be on-boarded while social distancing requirements
prohibit in-person meetings.
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f.

Committees
•

Have you reviewed the Board’s by-laws to determine the role and responsibilities of each
committee to ensure that they are met during the pandemic?

•

Determine whether any new committees are required going forward.

•

Creation of a new committee, such as an ad hoc committee, may require an amendment of the
by-laws.

g. Records.
•

Do your minutes fully reflect the background and basis for any transformative decisions that are
made during the crisis?

3. Insurance
a. Have you reviewed the current D&O policy to determine applicability of current coverage and
exclusions to the COVID-19 pandemic?
b. Consider whether additional coverage limits or types of policies may be appropriate going forward.
c.

Has the Board reviewed the institution’s other lines of insurance (e.g. general liability, errors and
omissions, EPLI, etc.) to determine the adequacy of coverage on an ongoing basis?

d. Has the Board considered obtaining coverage for future pandemic issues?

Regulatory Matters and Policies
1. Has the institution confirmed that programs/courses meet current USDOE, NYSED, and accreditor
program registration requirements and/or updated guidance (e.g., distance education format approval)?
a. Institutions should prepare for the possibility that current USDOE flexibility and related MSCHE
guidance regarding the use of distance education format issued to address the need to quickly
change to a remote learning platform may not be extended to Fall 2020 or may be modified.
b. Currently, NYSED flexibility regarding the use of distance education format extends through
Summer 2020. This guidance indicates that that programs offered in the distance education format
(i.e., 50% or more of the requirements can be completed through study delivered by distance
education) beyond Summer 2020 must be approved through the regular program registration
process.
c.

NYSED has indicated that at some point it will determine whether to extend this flexibility beyond
Summer 2020.

2. Has the institution determined whether any program changes require NYSED approval?
a. For changes requiring NYSED approval, see: http://www.nysed.gov/college-universityevaluation/changes-currently-registered-programs.
b. These changes typically include, but are not limited to, eliminating a requirement for completion,
including an internship, clinical, cooperative education, or other work-based experience; a format
change that alters the program's financial aid eligibility (e.g., from full-time to part-time, or to an
abbreviated or accelerated semester); format changes or curricular changes for programs leading to
a professional license.
c.

Consider reaching out to NYSED to discuss proposed program changes necessary as a result of
COVID-19.

3. If the institution plans to modify any program or course curriculum or requirements, has the course
catalogue and/or program handbook, if any, been updated to reflect the changes?
a. Have the changes been communicated to faculty and students?
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4. Have all new modifications to published institutional policies and procedures in response to the COVID19 crisis been sufficiently communicated to employees and/or students?
5. If the institution plans to modify or make exceptions to any published institutional policies (e.g.,
withdrawal, incomplete grades), has it addressed the potential impact on federal and state student
financial aid eligibility?
6. For programs that require a clinical or experiential learning component, have you confirmed that clinical
partners and placement sites are able to accept students?
a. Does the institution need to identify additional sites or alternative models for students to meet their
clinical/experiential requirements?
•

See item above re: NYSED approval for program changes.

•

At least one large health care system has already indicated that it cannot accommodate clinical
students in Fall 2020.

7. Has the institution provided MSCHE with written notice of the institution’s plans for:
a. Distance education
b. Temporary agreements with other institutions
c.

Academic calendar

d. Temporary sites for instruction in accordance with the notice issued to member institutions on
March 9, 2020 and any subsequent guidance
8. Do any of the institution’s plans require notification to or approval from Middle States and/or
programmatic accreditors?
a. When in doubt, consider reaching out to the accreditor to discuss a required/preferred course of
action.
9. Has the institution addressed the potential impact and challenges to international students when oncampus operations restart (e.g., visa status, housing, travel)?
a. Consider similar issues that relate to study abroad programs.
10. If the institution will be providing student health and/or counseling services through teletherapy, has it
complied with the applicable licensing and security/confidentiality requirements?
11. Have all courses that will continue to have an online component been evaluated for FERPA and ADA
compliance?
a. If a class is recorded and available to students not enrolled in that class, has the recording been
edited to eliminate student identification information?

Compliance with the ADA
1. Is the institution complying with its obligation to provide reasonable accommodations to qualified
students with disabilities?
a. To the extent the institution is still online, how should it handle disability and accommodation
requests to ensure compliance with laws?
b. Is the institution documenting what accommodations have been requested, the interactive process,
and what efforts, if any, have been made to meet those requests?
c.

Will the institution encounter ADA issues regarding the current method of delivering learning
opportunities if the pandemic continues?
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Title IX and Code of Conduct Issues
1. Can Title IX claims be investigated or processed effectively in this online environment?
2. Has the institution revised, if necessary, relevant codes of conduct, policies and handbooks to address
behavioral issues that may arise on camera, by phone or remotely in an online environment?
a. Consider updating relevant documents to clarify prohibited behavior and reporting obligations, if
any. Consider need to update conduct procedures that apply to both students and employees.
3. How will required student and employee training occur?
4. How are you letting students know about resources through course platforms and syllabi?
5. What are your programming plans for awareness campaigns?
6. How will individual meetings with students and/or investigation interviews take place?
7. How are you handling evidence?
8. How are you keeping up to date on professional development for investigators, coordinators, and
adjudicators?
9. Have you sent out communications that TIX/129b is still in effect for online learning?
10. Do you have an online way to file a report?
11. How will the institution handle “Zoombombers” with sexually explicit content or similar intrusions?
12. How is the institution offering resources for victims of domestic violence?
13. Have you reconsidered your MOUs with crisis centers and law enforcement? Reached out to them?
14. Are you considering ways these resources may need more fundraising or support from your institution?
15. Do you know if SANE exams are still allowed at local medical facilities?
16. Is guidance / policy from NYS anticipated about virtual interviews and/or hearings in Title IX
investigations?
17. What kind of policies should institutions consider about virtual interviews and/or hearings in Title IX
investigations?
18. What kinds of policies will institutions need to create about delays in investigations / hearings due to
isolation / quarantine / illness?
19. What kind of Title IX training, outside of required training, should faculty, students, and staff receive
about reporting possible Title IX violations that they experience first-hand or witness during a remote
video call?

Generally
1. Should institutions expect an increase in grade complaints, grievances and appeals after the online
Spring 2020 semester?
a. Consider revising applicable policies and procedures.
2. Should institutions expect an increased demand for counseling?
a. If so, how is the institution prepared to address this demand?
b. If continuing online next semester, does the institution need to revise any policies, procedures or
otherwise ensure compliance with telehealth licensing requirements?
3. Consider online broadcasting of all classes, regardless of class size, in case a student tests positive for
COVID-19.
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4. Consider offering limited office hours (in person) and by appointment only.
5. Academic and financial aid advisement must have a Zoom (or an equivalent) meeting option.

NOTE: Please note that this is a general checklist of items institutions can consider for planning purposes and
does not constitute legal advice or medical guidance. Nothing herein creates an attorney-client relationship, nor
is this document intended to define or create legal obligations for institutions. Citations to guidance documents
and legal authorities are provided for reference only, and institutions are urged to consider if and how those
authorities apply to their individual circumstances.
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Appendix B:
Enrollment by County
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TABLE 4: Fall 2018 Degree-Credit Enrollment by County
County
ALBANY

CUNY

ALLEGANY
BRONX

Independent
24,300

Proprietary
422

2,688
32,637

BROOME
CATTARAUGUS
CAYUGA

Grand Total
50,895

4,350

7,038

23,998

3,620

1,734

61,989

241

140

24,275

24,656

2,368

1,273

3,641

467

3,663

4,130

7,858

8,156

CHAUTAUQUA

298

CHEMUNG

SUNY
26,173

892

6

898

CLINTON

6,741

6,741

COLUMBIA

1,584

1,584

CORTLAND

6,858

6,858

DELAWARE

3,013

3,013

8,582

23,133

51,248

65,313

2,006

2,006

DUTCHESS

14,551

ERIE

13,607

458

ESSEX
FRANKLIN

745

745

FULTON

2,451

2,451

GENESEE

5,530

5,530

HERKIMER

2,398

2,398

JEFFERSON

3,277

3,277

1,846

82,807

113

5,588

5,701

MADISON

3,968

2,784

6,752

MONROE

36,997

20,560

57,557

NASSAU

37,441

32,587

70,028

9,175

274,588

KINGS

57,018

LIVINGSTON

NEW YORK

108,177

19,686

146,048

4,257

11,188

NIAGARA

5,092

5,047

10,139

ONEIDA

7,301

9,353

16,654

33,667

13,757

47,424

ONTARIO

2,511

5,944

8,455

ORANGE

3,114

6,617

9,731

7,987

7,987

6,551

7,726

ONONDAGA

OSWEGO
OTSEGO
QUEENS

1,175
62,988

RENSSELAER
RICHMOND
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County
ROCKLAND

CUNY

Independent
5,711

Proprietary

SUNY
6,857

Grand Total
12,568

SARATOGA

2,613

10,424

13,037

SCHENECTADY

2,697

5,458

8,155

2,333

2,333

SCHOHARIE
SENECA

907

ST. LAWRENCE

907

6,386

6,746

13,132

STEUBEN

30

3,424

3,454

SUFFOLK

5,571

52,345

58,646

1,534

1,534

13,253

34,838

ULSTER

11,162

11,162

WARREN

4,067

4,067

15,769

46,078

730

SULLIVAN
TOMPKINS

21,585

WESTCHESTER

26,276

YATES

4,033

1,861

1,861

CHENANGO

Grand Total

274,067

488,694

28,029

295

295

435,497

1,226,287

Source: NYSED, fall 2018
Note: includes full-time and part-time undergraduate and graduate students
Note: includes two-year and four-year institutions
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